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Inclusive jet  cross  sections  in  photoproduction for events  containing  a D*  meson  have been 
measured with the ZEUS detector at HERA using an integrated luminosity of 78.6 pb_1.  The 
events were required to have a virtuality of the incoming photon, Q2, of less than 1 GeV2, and 
a photon-proton centre-of-mass energy in the range 130 < Wlp < 280 GeV.  The measurements 
are compared with next-to-leading-order  (NLO)  QCD calculations.  Good agreement is found 
with the NLO  calculations over  most of the measured kinematic region.  Requiring a second 
jet  in the event  allowed  a more detailed  comparison with  QCD  calculations.  The measured 
dijet  cross  sections  are  also  compared  to  Monte  Carlo  (MC)  predictions  which  incorporate 
leading-order matrix elements, followed by parton showers and hadronisation.  The NLO QCD 
predictions are in general agreement with the data although differences have been isolated to 
regions where extra parton radiation is present.  The MC models give a better description of 
the shape of the measured cross sections.  This thesis ends with a look at the first HERA II 
data.  The decay of D±  mesons were studied and for the first time the newly installed micro 
vertex detector  (MVD)  was used to tag charm mesons using secondary vertices  arising from 
the decay of (c — »  D± or b — »  c — >  D±).  This shows that the MVD will be a powerful tool in 
the future analyses of heavy quark production at ZEUS.To my parents and brother
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401  Introduction
The aim of particle physics is to discover  fundamental particles  and to understand their in­
teractions.  Together with other branches of physics, particle physics tries to find a consistent 
description of our world,  and tries to explain  all known  phenomena.  The range over  which 
the universe is to be understood is enormous, the visible universe extends across 1026 meters, 
whereas the smallest particles are believed to be on the Planck scale ~  10~35  meters.  There 
have been 14 billion years of evolution in the universe’s structure but the initial processes which 
occurred within the first  10~43  seconds are those which have shaped and made our universe 
the way it is.  Our constant thirst for knowledge and understanding of the universe drives us 
to explore and understand why things are the way they are.
Our current understanding of the fundamental particles in this world are quarks and leptons. 
There are three quark doublets :  up (u) and down (d), strange (s) and charm (c)  and bottom 
(b)  and top  (t)  from the lightest  to  the heaviest  respectively.  These quarks  also have their 
respective anti-particles.  They are never observed alone/directly due to confinement but are 
observed via bound states of quarks and anti-quarks called mesons and baryons (three quark 
states)  and  possibly more recently  discovered  pentaquarks  (five  quark states).  Leptons  are 
particles which do not interact via the strong force  (see below),  and replicate the generation 
pattern  of the  quarks.  Each  lepton  pair  consists  of  a  charged  lepton  and  a  neutrino,  the 
neutrino masses being small.
In addition the fundamental particles interact via fundamental forces.  In the  19t/l  century 
the  electromagnetic  force was  known  and  in  the  20th  century two  new  types  of elementary 
forces were discovered namely; the weak force, which is responsible for radioactive decay and 
necessary  for  the  process  of  solar  energy;  and  the  strong  force,  which  holds  together  the 
protons and neutrons within the nuclei of atoms.  Interactions are mediated by particles - the
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massless photon mediates the electromagnetic interaction,  the massive W ±,  Z° particles the 
weak interaction  and the massless gluon mediates the colour force between the quarks.  The 
fourth fundamental force of nature, gravity dictates the structure of the universe, the way stars 
form and move.  Although we have been aware of gravity for centuries it has been the most 
mystifying of all four fundamental forces.
Since the middle of the 20th century particle physics has been revealing the fundamental laws 
of nature.  It  has succeeded in revealing the structure of known matter,  and also explaining 
the interactions, and fundamental forces between these interactions.  The present state of this 
knowledge is known as the Standard Model of particle physics.  This model incorporates the 
lepton and quark families, as well as the electromagnetic,  weak, and strong interactions.
The Standard Model is based on gauge theories, which are theories based on the idea that 
symmetry transformations can be performed globally as well as locally.  When the transforma­
tions are identically performed at every space-time point they have global symmetries.  Gauge 
theory extends this idea by requiring that the Lagrangians  (which define the particle fields, 
from which the equations of motion of a dynamical system can be derived) must possess local 
symmetries as well it should be possible to perform these symmetry transformations in a partic­
ular region of space-time without affecting what happens in another region.  This requirement 
is a generalised version of the equivalence principle of general relativity.  The importance of 
gauge theories for physics stems from the tremendous success of the mathematical formalism 
in providing a unified framework to describe the quantum field theories of electromagnetism, 
the weak force and the strong force.  Modern theories like string theory, as well as some formu­
lations of general relativity,  are in one way or another,  gauge theories.  The Standard Model 
unifies the description of electromagnetism,  weak interactions  and strong interactions  in the 
language of gauge theory.
Experimental  results  have  confirmed  the  Standard  Model  with  accuracies  of the  per  mil 
range or better for these theories.  There are still many un-answered questions;  What  is the 
origin of mass?  Are the different forces derived from a common ‘universal force’?  Does space­
time consist of more than four dimensions?  From cosmological observations in seems that the 
standard model only accounts for some 4%  of the universe -  what  is the nature of the dark 
matter and energy which constitutes the rest of the universe?
To explore matter’s tiniest particle structure requires the construction of machines in which
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individual particles  are  accelerated  to  very  large  energies  and  are  then  brought  together  in 
an interaction point in which the resulting collision  fragments are detected in huge detectors. 
Prom these pieces of information the initial  interaction  can be found by working backwards 
from the final state to the initial state.  The higher the energy to which individual particles can 
be accelerated  the smaller the distances that  can  be investigated.  Particle  physics operates 
at the forefront of technology,  developing bigger and better particle accelerators pushing the 
frontiers of science forward.
HERA, an electron-proton storage ring facility at the DESY research centre in Hamburg is 
used as a ‘microscope’  for exploring the innermost  structure of the proton.  In fact,  HERA’s 
resolution can be so high that details as small as one-thousandth of a proton’s diameter can 
be examined.  The research described in this thesis  is carried out at the ZEUS experiment at 
HERA.
In  this  thesis  new  areas  of heavy-flavour  physics  at  HERA  are  used  to  test  perturbative 
quantum chromodynamics  (pQCD),  and hence test  an  integral  part  of the standard model. 
Charm quark production at HERA is discussed.  In addition, new methods and techniques to 
tag and trigger on these charmed particles in the recent  running phase of HERA II are also 
described.
432  Overview of ep scattering and previous results on 
heavy quark production in colliders
Before discussing heavy quarks in photoproduction, the main topic of this thesis, it is necessary 
to describe ep kinematics, and thereby introduce some concepts in QCD.
2.1  Kinematics of ep scattering
In the Standard Model the interaction between an electron/positron and a proton is realised 
through the exchange of a vector boson.  If the boson is a photon  (7)  or a Z° the process is 
called  neutral  current scattering  (NC,  fig.  2.1-a).  Additionaly,  a charged  W ±  boson  can  be 
exchanged, which is called  charged current scattering (CC, fig. 2.1-b).
w±
p (p ) Pip)
(a)
Figure 2.1  Diagrams of electron-proton scattering,  (a) In a neutral current process a photon 
or a Z° is exchanged,  (b) In a charged  current process the exchanged boson is a 
charged W ±.
In the above Feynman diagrams, fc, k' and P are the four-momenta of the incoming electron, 
the scattered electron and proton, respectively.  The four-momentum q of the boson exchanged
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between the electron and the proton is given by
q = k —  k'. (2.1)
The scattering process is characterized by the following Lorentz scalars:
Q2   =  -q 2  = -(k-k')2   , 






where  s  is  the  square  of the  total  center-of-mass  energy,  y  and  x  are  the  Bjorken  scaling 
variables.  The variable  y  measures the energy fraction  from the electron  transferred to the
be interpreted as the square of the centre of mass energy of the virtual boson-proton system.
2.2  QCD  and  ep interactions
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)  is a non-abelian gauge theory, based on the SU(3)  colour 
symmetry group, describing the interactions of quarks and gluons.
The quarks come in three colour charges,  interacting by the exchange of a gluon with the 
properties shown in Table.2.1.  Quarks interact strongly the further they are apart, which as a 
consequence they cannot be seen individually,  a phenomenon known as ‘colour confinement’. 
The strength  of the  interaction  between  two  coloured  objects  decreases  the  closer  they  are 
together.  This is known as asymptotic freedom.  At the scales in which QCD processes occur,
interaction in the proton rest frame, x is the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the 
struck quark, and Q2  is the virtuality of the exchanged boson and corresponds to the resolution 
of the probe.  A structure in the proton is resolved if its dimension is of the order of the probe 
wavelength A  ~  —   0.197j yfQ 2 fm.  The variables x, y and  Q2 are related by the square
of the centre of mass energy
Q2  = sxy. (2.6)
The variable
W2  = (q + p f  = q2  + P2 + 2q ■  P ~ -Q 2  + ys, (2.7)
which is the invariant mass squared of the system recoiling against the scattered lepton,  can
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Particle Charge (e) Mass (MeV)
Leptons electron -1 0.511
electron neutrino {ye ) 0 <  1 eV
muon -1 106
muon neutrino (i/M ) 0 < 0.19
tau -1 1777
tau neutrino (vT  ) 0 <  18.2
Quarks up +2/3 1.5-5
down -1/3 3-9
charm +2/3 ~ 1200-1700
strange -1/3 60-170
top +2/3 174000
bottom -1/3 ~ 4200
Bosons photon (7) 0 0
Z° 0 91187
W ± ±1 80410
8 gluons (g) 0 0
Table 2.1  Leptons, quarks, and bosons.
this coupling  (as)  between  the quarks and gluons is  dependent on  Q2.  As  Q2  varies  across 
many orders of magnitude as also changes significantly (see fig.2.2).  As Q2  rises, smaller and 
smaller distances can be probed within the proton.
In  (eq.  2.8)  the  formula  for  as  is  given,  where  fir  is  the  renormalisation  scale.  In  DIS 
/12   can be replaced with  Q2  but in photoproduction Q2   ~  0  and the scale is determined by 
the kinematics of the second vertex  (see fig.  2.4).  Nf  is the number of active quark flavours 
in  the interaction,  and  Aq c d   is  a parameter  which  is  determined  experimentally,  and  is  of 
£>(100MeV).2.2  QCD and ep interactions
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Figure 2.2  The running coupling constant as as measured in DIS, e+e  annihilation, hadronic 
collisions and heavy quarkonia.
As p%  increases when p%  »  AqCD, then as «  1, which is a manifestation of asymptotic 
freedom  (as — *  0  as p%   — ►   oo).  For these cases pertubative models can be applied to  QCD 
calculations.  In the case where fj%  — ►  Aqcd^  as ~  higher order terms in a perturbative
expansion  may  not  necessarily  converge.  This  is  where  pQCD  cannot  be  used,  and  non- 
pertubative techniques are necessary, such as phenomenological models based on experimental 
results.  HERA provides an excellent environment for such tests of QCD and pQCD.
2.2.1  The quark  parton  model
The  neutral  current  (NC)  cross  section,  (eq.  2.9),  can  be  described  in  terms  of  ‘structure 
functions’,  which parameterise the structure of the proton target  as  seen by the virtual 
boson.
q2>  + (1  -  T  - y1 ( 2 -9 )
where Fl = Fh —  2xF\ which then yields,
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.ep  y?7rrv^
= ^ [(1 + (1 "   =F (1 -  (1 -  yf)xF3(x,Q2) -  y2Fi(x,Q2)}.  (2.10)
F2  is the structure function of 7 and Z° exchange,  F l  is the longitudinal structure function, 
and Fs is the parity violating term arising from Z° exchange.
All the detailed physics of the proton are contained within the structure functions, from the 
relation v = P ■  q taken from (fig.  2.1).  It was predicted [1] [2] that structure functions should 
‘scale’,  i.e.  become functions not of Q2 and v independently but on their ratio Q2  jv.  Indeed 
this prediction was confirmed in SLAC at  Q2  «  4 GeV2  [3].  This led to the model that the 
proton was made of point-like objects, called partons.  If the partons are quarks, this has the 
implication that partons are massless spin 1/ 2, non-interacting particles resulting in Fl being 
zero.  Bjorken’s scaling variable, x (eq. 2.5) was interpreted as the momentum fraction carried 
by the  struck parton  in  the  hard  scatter.  The  parton  model  structure functions were  then 
given by:
Fl(x) =  and  (2-11)
i
= Y l eixfi(x)  >   (2-12)
i
where e\ are the charges of the partons, fi{x) are the density functions, i.e.  the probability of 
finding a parton i with momentum fraction x in the proton.  F\  and F2  are connected by the 
Callan-Gross relation
2xF1{x) = F2(x)  .  (2.13)
This  model  was  then  modified  when  experimental  data  at  higher  Q2  did  not  match  the 
simple theory and ‘scaling violation’ was discovered (see section 2.2.2).
2.2.2  The improved  quark parton  model
Summing up all of the momenta of the quarks within the proton should equal the momentum 
of the proton, i.e.  the momentum fractions should sum to unity,
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1
y :   f  dxfi(x)x = 1  .  (2-14)
*  o
Experimentally this was found not  to be the case,  instead the value found was  ~ 0.5  [4]. 
Therefore there had to be 50% of momentum carried by neutral particles within the proton. 
These particles  are known as gluons,  direct evidence for these being the observation of 3-jet 
events in e+e_  annihilation at DESY in 1979 at the TASSO and JADE experiments  [5].
Because  gluons  can  be  emitted  or  absorbed  partons  can  acquire  transverse  momentum. 
These  interactions  are  described  in  quantum  chromodynamics  (QCD),  by  the  exchange  of 
gluons, radiation of gluons by quarks and the splitting of gluons into quark anti-quark pairs. 
The  proton  then  becomes  a  dynamical  system  of quarks  and  gluons  interacting  with  one 
another,  the  total  number  of partons  which  can  be  seen  now  depends  on  the  ‘scale’  at 
which  the  proton  is  probed.  At  high  values  of  x,  valence  quarks  dominate,  F2  falls  with 
increasing Q2, but at low x the number of ‘sea’ quarks and gluons rises and F2 rises with Q2 
(see Fig.  2.3) - the structure functions exhibit scaling violations.
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Figure 2.3  F2 vs. Q2 for fixed x.  The fixed-target results are from NMC, BCDMS, E665 and 
ZEUS data.  The results are compared to the ZEUS NLO QCD fit.
502.3  Jets
2.3  Jets
These are the collimated cluster of hadrons in the final state emerging in the direction of each 
original parton.  They occur due to colour  confinement  (section  2.2).  Local Parton  Hadron 
Duality (LPHD) [6], states that the distribution of hadrons reflects that of the partons involved 
in creating the subprocess, therefore the study of jet properties allows for the understanding 
of the underlying dynamics of the interaction.  All jets in the measurements in this thesis are 
constructed  in  the lab  frame  with  the  fcr-algorithm  in  massless  mode  using  the  Snowmass 
convention  [7],  with the jet having an Ej?  >  6  GeV  and  — 1.5  <  r]l^et  <  2.4 for the single 
jet case.  When dijets are required the conditions are E^1 1   >  7 GeV,— 1.5  < rfetl  <  2.4 and 
t f f 2 > 6 GeV and -1.5 < rfet2 < 2.4.
2.4  Photoproduction  of heavy  quarks
Photoproduction  processes with high  transverse energy(E t )  jets  are  calculable  in  pQCD  as 
described in  (section 2.2).  Heavy quarks(c or b)  produced in these collision provide an addi­
tional energy scale due to their large mass,  mc ~ 1.5 GeV or m5 ~ 5 GeV.  Theoretically the 
calculation for these processes can be done in the massive scheme [8, 9] where the masses of the 
heavy quarks are considered and the massless scheme  [10]  in which the c-quark or 5-quark is 
taken from the parton density functions and are considered massless like light quarks (u,d and 
s).  Figure 2.4 shows some of the leading order processes in these calculations,  and  (fig.  2.5) 
shows some NLO order diagrams involved in the NLO  calculations for both virtual and real 
corrections.
In the massive scheme light quarks are considered as massless active flavours in the proton 
and photon, and the charm quark mass is non-zero in the matrix element calculation.  Charm is 
therefore only produced in the final state.  Boson-gluon fusion (BGF) 7g — >  cc is the dominant 
process contributing to charm production in direct processes where the photon is point like. 
At low pt the massive approach is expected to provide reliable calculations since contributions 
from the parton density function are small.  Large terms can arise from the collinear emission 
of a gluon  from the charm quark,  due to the mass of the  charm quark being small  relative
1The pseudorapidity is defined as 7 7  = —  In (tan |) , where the polar angle, 0, is measured with respect to the
proton beam direction.
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Figure 2.4  A few of the leading order processes in direct  (a)  boson-gluon fusion,  (b)  initial 
state radiation and  (c)  Compton scattering.  Resolved processes  (d)  gluon-gluon 
fusion,  (e and f) flavour excitation from the photon.
to the pt•   The perturbative calculation  is expected to become unreliable when px  »   rnc, 
causing problems in the perturbative calculation.  Both these difficulties arise from ln{pj^/rn^) 
terms.
In the massless scheme charm is used in addition to u,  d and s as an active flavour in the 
hadrons.  The calculation is expected to be valid when px »  mC : where the mass of the charm 
has less importance and light flavours and charm can be considered like for like.
The predicted cross sections are not wildly different in each method, although the contribu­
tions from direct and resolved processes differ in the two different approaches.
2.4.1  NLO  Photoproduction calculations  (FMNR)  ‘massive’  scheme
The calculations  of charm photoproduction in the  ‘massive’  scheme used in this thesis were 
developed by Frixione et al  [8,  9].  The processes calculated in this program are summarised 
in table. 2.2.
Charm quarks are not active flavours in the PDF’s,  therefore charm excitation  appears at








Figure 2.5  A few of the next-to-leading order processes,  (a)  and  (b)  are virtual corrections 
and (c) and (d) are real corrections calculated in the NLO programs.
NLO in the massive calculation, whereas in the massless calculation it is LO. The calculation 
is used as a ‘parton’ event generator, with the the jet finder used on the partons to select the 
same kinematic region as can be measured in the data.
2.4.2  NLO  Photoproduction calculations  ‘massless’  scheme
In the ‘massless’ scheme [10] the quark is treated as massless and appears as an active parton 
in the incoming hadron or photon, having a non-perturbative parton density function (PDF). 
The energy scale characteristic p has to be in a range where p »  t t l q  i.e.  where the D* meson 
transverse momenta are pr(D*) »  t r q .  At NLO, real and virtual partons can be radiated in 
the hard interaction, which can cause soft and collinear singularities, due to the partons being 
treated as massless.  The soft  singularities cancel between real and virtual corrections,  while 
the collinear ones are absorbed into the PDF’s or fragmentation functions.
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direct process
LO NLO
7g  cc virtual correction 7g -> cc




99 -> cc 
qq — >  cc
virtual correction 99 -►  cc 
qq — >  cc
real correction gg ->ccg 
qq — * ccq 
qg ->• ccq 
qg -+ ccq
Table 2.2  Parton level processes included in FMNR.
2.4.3  Fixed  order next-to-leading logarithmic  calculations  (FONLL)
The conceptually most promising approach to calculate heavy quark cross sections is to com­
bine the benefits of the ‘massive’ and the ‘massless’ scheme.  In the FONLL  [11,  12] approach 
the calculation at low momenta pr ~ rnc is effectively performed in the massive scheme and 
at high momenta in the  ‘massless’  scheme.  A transition is defined to avoid  double counting 
of common  terms.  A  further  merged approach  compared  to  D*  photoproduction  at  HERA 
can be found in [13].  At present the FONLL calculation cannot be used to calculate the final 
states required in the analyses within this thesis, but will hopefully be available soon.
2.4.4  Heavy quark  fragmentation  functions
Due to colour confinement  partons are not directly observed,  whereas the cross sections  are 
theoretically  calculated  from  the  production  of partons.  Fragmentation  and  hadronisation 
processes are applied to these partons which then can produce colourless hadrons.
A large fraction of the momentum carried by a meson initiated  from heavy quarks comes
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from  the  corresponding  heavy  quark.  The  momentum  distribution  of  a  c  or  b  quark  is  a 
phenomenological  function  know  as  the  fragmentation  function,  which  is  obtained  by  a  fit 
to experimental data of the fractional momentum carried by the hadron with respect to the 
parent quark.
The Peterson function [18] is used in both NLO schemes and is given by:
- TiTTr r ^ -   < ™ >
The momentum  fraction  of the parent  quark is  z,  and  the  parameter  e  is  determined  by 
fitting the Peterson function to the fragmentation function measured by experiments.  For the 
calculation used to compare the measured cross sections in this analysis the value e = 0.035 
was used, which was obtained by an NLO fit to ARGUS data [19].
B .
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Figure 2.6  Fragmentation functions z = pr(D*)/E^t(D* matched jet) for the ARGUS data 
in the left plot, and for OPAL, ARGUS and ZEUS data in the right hand plot.
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Figure 2.7  Overview of a leading order lepton-photon interaction.
2.5  QCD  evolution and  event generators
2.5.1  Monte  Carlo  models
The  LO+PS  MC  generators  used  in  this  thesis  are  Herwig  6.301  [20,  21]  and  Pythia  6.16 
[25].  They use on-shell LO matrix elements for charm photoproduction processes,  higher or­
der QCD effects are simulated in the leading-logarithmic approximation with the initial-state 
and final-state radiation obeying Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Alterelli-Parisi  (DGLAP)  evolu­
tion equations[22,- 23,  24], which describe the way in which the quark and gluon momentum 
distributions  in  a  hadron evolve  with  the  scale  of the  interaction.  Direct  and  resolved  LO 
photon  processes  were  generated  proportionally to their  predicted  MC  cross  sections,  using 
c-quark and b-quark masses of me =  1.5  GeV and  = 4.75  GeV,  respectively.  The main 
parts of the generators are:
Initial-state radiation Each of the two incoming partons go through splittings like q — >  qg, 
governed by the DGLAP evolution equations .
Hard scatter At leading order (LO) 2 — *  2 body scattering the matrix elements are exactly 
calculable  in pQCD.  However  parton  showers have to be added to  account  for higher order
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effects.  These  parton  shower  models  are  tuned  in  the  Monte  Carlo  to  data.  Initial-  and 
final-state radiation is set by the Q2  of the interaction.
The Monte  Carlo models  described  above generally  underestimate the  cross  section  by  a 
factor between 1.5 and 2.5, which reflects the NLO contributions that have not been calculated. 
The massive and massless scheme described in  (section 2.4.1)  and  (section  2.4.2)  attempt to 
calculate the NLO contributions.
2.5.2  Hadronisation
Hadronisation  is the process in  which  colourless  hadrons  are formed starting from coloured 
partons.  This is non-perturbative and not fully understood, therefore phenomenological models 
are used to simulate this phenomenon.  There are two parts to the hadronisation stage, parton 
shower and fragmentation which are described in (section 2.5.3).  Figure 2.7 shows pictorially 
how the hadronisation develops after the hard scatter.
2.5.3  The  parton  shower and  fragmentation
The two MC used in this thesis use different approaches and models for hadronisation of the 
partons produced in the initial interaction.
2.5.4  HERWIG
Herwig considers  three types of non-perturbative contributions  namely incoming partons as 
constituents of the incoming particles,  outgoing partons turning into hadrons,  and spectator 
partons  in  the  final  state.  Quarks  are  combined  to  their  nearest  neighbour  to  form  colour 
singlet  clusters, whose mass distribution is peaked at small values and falls rapidly for large 
masses.  The clusters are then fragmented into hadrons in the following ways:
If the  cluster  is  too  light  to decay  into  two  hadrons,  it  is  taken  to  represent  the  lightest 
single hadron of its flavour, and its mass is determined by the exchange of momentum with a 
neighbouring cluster.
Clusters  which  are  massive  enough  to  decay  into  pairs  of  hadrons  are  allowed  to  do  so 
isotropically according to rules which leave an unbiased selection of decay products conserving 
flavour.
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The  rest  of the  particles  which  have  a  very  large  mass  decay  isotropically  into  pairs  of 
hadrons then these are fragmented using a fission model, until they are below a certain fission 
threshold and can then be treated in the ways described above.
2.5.5  PYTHIA
Pythia  fragmentation  is  performed  by  the  JETSET  program,  which  implements  the  Lund 
string fragmentation model  [25].  The model uses colour flux tubes with transverse dimensions 
of  1  fm,  the  typical  hadronic  size  which  are  stretched  between  q  and  q  pairs  created  on  a 
common production vertex.  The tube is uniform along its length.  As the q and q move apart 
the potential energy stored in the string increases,  the string is allowed to break and form a 
new q' and q' pair.  If the invariant mass is large enough further breaking can occur until only 
on-mass-shell hadrons remain.
The pr of a hadron is made up of the pr of the quark and anti-quark forming it, since the 
string has no pr-  Quantum mechanical tunneling is used in the generation of quark anti-quark 
pairs,  which  suppresses  heavy  quark  production  so  that  charm  and  heavier  quarks  are  not 
expected  to  be produced in  soft  fragmentation.  Heavy  quark  production  only  results  from 
perturbative parton showers g — >  qq.
2.6  Measurements of heavy quark  production  in  ep,ee,^,pp 
collisions
2.6.1  Inclusive  D*  cross sections in  photoproduction
Differential cross sections of a D* meson in the photoproduction regime have been measured 
by  ZEUS  [26].  The measurement  was  performed in  the  kinematic  range of Q2  <  1  GeV2 
and  130 < W < 300 GeV with the D*  selected in  \rj(D*)\  <  1.6 and pt{D*)  >  1.9 GeV,  and 
compared to the ‘massive’ fixed order next-to-leading-log (FONLL) calculation.  Measurements 
were made as a function of the pseudo-rapidity of the D*,  rj{D*)  in bins of px(D*)  shown in 
(fig.  2 .8), where positive 77 is the direction of the proton.
Ratios  of the  total  production  rates  are  used  to  test  the  isospin  invariance  of the  frag­
mentation  process and to extract the strangeness suppression factor 7s  and the fraction  Py 
of D-mesons  produced  in  a  vector  state.  The  results  are  compared  with  values  measured
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Figure 2.8  Differential cross sections of D* photoproduction with respect to r](D*) measured 
by  the  ZEUS  Collaboration.  Measured  cross  sections  (dots)  are  compared  to 
the NLO calculation  (solid histogram)  with its uncertainty shown as the dashed 
histogram, and to the FONLL predictions (dotted curves and shaded bands).
e.g.  at  e+e“  colliders  and  allow tests of the  assumed  universality of the  charm fragmenta­
tion process[27,  28].  Table 2.3 shows the results for the mesons  D+,  D°,  Df,D*+  and A+. 
The values  at  the different  colliders  are  in  good  agreement,  so  the  assumption  that  charm 
fragmentation fractions are universal is confirmed.
2.6.2  Charm jet cross  sections  in  photoproduction
Charm jet  cross  sections  were measured  previously at  ZEUS  [29],  (fig.  2.9)  shows  do/drfei 
cross sections for both D* matched jets and other jets.  These results are compared with NLO 
pQCD predictions and show discrepancies between data and theory specially in the forward
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HI ZEUS(prel.) e+e
/(c  — >  D+) 
f(c-+ D°) 
f(c— *  D f) 
/ ( c ->£>*+) 
f(c->A+)
0.203 ±  0.026 
0.560 ±  0.046 
0.151 ±0.055 
0.263 ±0.032
0.249 ±  0.014±g;gg| 
0.557 ±  0.019lo o?3 
0.107 ±  0.009^005 
0.223 ±  0.009±g;ggl 





0.076 ±  0.007
Table 2.3  The measured fragmentation fractions from HI and ZEUS for the mesons D+, D°, 
D+, D*+ and A+ compared to the world average e+e~ results.
region i.e.  rfet > 1.0.  The disagreement is more visible for D* matched jets then for other jets. 
This also leads to similar conclusions as in the inclusive D* production cross sections, and this 
thesis follows up on these findings in order to pin down why and where these differences arise.
2.6.3  D  meson  cross sections at  LEP
The LEP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL measured the cross section of dojdpT(D*) 
in 77 collisions and compared their measurements to NLO pQCD ‘massive’ predictions.
All  experimental  measurements  are  compatible  with  one  another  over  the  whole  pt(D*) 
range and follow the upper most bound of the NLO pQCD prediction favouring a lower charm 
mass and change in renormalisation scale.
Figure 2.11 shows the inclusive charm cross sections as a function of centre-of-mass energy for 
the ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, OPAL, TASSO and JADE experiments, these results are compared 
to NLO pQCD prediction.  These data lie within the theoretical uncertainty and are compatible 
with one another, with all experimental errors dwarfed by theoretical uncertainties.
The charm structure function F^  c(x,Q2)/a of the photon was measured at LEP  (fig. 2.12) 
at  a Q2  =  20  GeV2.  The x values  are calculated  for the full  F^Jyc, Q2)  and  for the point­
like  component  alone.  For  x  >  0.1  the  difference  is  invisible  and  for  x  <  0.1  the  hadron­
like contribution to  c(x,Q2)/ a  amounts to 0.154 ± 0.059 ± 0.029.  The NLO  prediction is 
0.026^0 005 therefore the prediction lies below the data.
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Figure 2.9  Cross sections da/drfet  for D*  matched jets and other jets in  > 6 GeV and 
> 8 GeV ranges.  The data (solid dots) is compared to ‘massive’ NLO pQCD 
predictions (FMNR)  (solid and dashed lines).  ZEUS  1996-1997 data were used.
2.6.4  D  meson  cross sections at the  Tevatron
Figure 2.13 shows recent data amounting to 5.8 ± 0.3 pb-1  from the CDF experiment at the 
Tevatron [30].  The charm mesons were reconstructed in the following channels, D° — >  K~7 T +, 
D*+  £>o7r+  with Do  D+ -> if~7 r+7 r+,  Df -»• (J)ir+ with (f)  K +K~  and their
charge conjugates.  All the signals are summed over all pr bins, with the number of candidates
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Figure 2.10  Differential D* cross section in pr(D*) for ALEPH, DELPHI,L3 and OPAL ex­
periments (dots) compared to NLO pQCD ‘massive’ predictions.
corresponding to 36804 ± 409 for the D°, 5515 ± 85 for the D*+, 28361 ± 294 for the D+ and 
851 ± 43 for the D+.
The  prompt  charm  (pp  interactions)  can  be  separated  from  B  decay  (secondary  charm) 
using the impact parameter of the net momentum vector of the charm candidate to the beam- 
line.  Prompt charm mesons point back to the beamline.  Differential cross sections  (fig. 2.14) 
measured  by CDF  are  compared  to two  NLO  QCD  theoretical  predictions in  the  ‘massive’ 
and ‘massless’ cases.  The uncertainties from the the NLO QCD come from varying indepen­
dently the renormalization and factorisation scales between 0.5 and 2 times the default value. 
Contributions to the uncertainty from the value of the strong coupling constant and the frag­
mentation functions, were small and were not taken into account.  The measured differential
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Figure 2.11  Inclusive charm cross sections as a function of centre-of-mass energy in 77 col­
lisions, for ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, OPAL, TASSO and JADE experiments com­
pared to NLO pQCD predictions.
cross sections are higher than the theoretical predictions by about  100%  at low pr  and 50% 
at high pr, however they are compatible within uncertainties.  The same models also underes­
timate the B meson production by similar factors.
2.6.5  Dijet  correlations  ep,ee,7 7 ,pp  collisions
The xJ*8 variable,  is defined in terms of the two highest transverse energy jets in the event. 
This  is  an  estimator  for  the  fraction  of the  photon’s  momentum  participating  in  the  hard 
scatter.
jp je tl  - r p etx  .  r-tjet2 T ?J«
obs  _   T   e _______ -T   e
7  “ 2  yEe
(2.16)
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Figure 2.12  OPAL  results  for  a)  the  cross-section  cr(e+e“  — >   e+e~ccX),  with  5  <  Q2  < 
100  GeV2  and  b)  for  the  charm  structure  function  of the  photon  divided  by 
the fine structure constant,  Q2)/a,  at  Q2 = 20 GeV2  .  The data points
are  the  results  obtained  with  the  HERWIG  Monte  Carlo  model.  The  outer 
error  bar  is  the  total  error  and  the  inner error  bar  the statistical  error.  The 
data points in b)  are placed  at  those x values  that  correspond to  the  average 
predicted F2,c within a bin.  The data are compared to the calculation performed 
in  LO  and  NLO.  The  band  for  the  NLO  calculation  indicates  the  theoretical 
error  from  uncertainties  in  the  charm  quark  mass  and  the  scale  uncertainties 
in  renormalisation  and  factorisation.  In  a)  the cross-section  prediction  of the 
HERWIG Monte Carlo model is also given,  b)  also shows the prediction of the 
GRS-LO  parametrisation  for  the  structure  function  at  Q2   =  20GeV2  and  its 
point-like component separately.
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Figure 2.13  D meson signals in the CDF data.
An experimental separation of direct and resolved processes can be done using a cut on x°bs: 
direct (resolved) which are defined as x°bs > 0.75  (a:°bs < 0.75).
Figure 2.15 shows the differential cross section da/dx^s  calculated in the photoproduction 
regime  for  Q2   <  1  GeV2,  130  <  W  <  280  GeV,  requiring  two jets  with  E ^tl  >  7  GeV, 
E3 ^ t2 > 6 GeV, and at least one D* with p > 3 GeV in the angular range — 1.5 < pD*  < 1.5. 
These measurements are compared to LO+PS HERWIG MC in  (fig.  2.15)  (a)  which is sepa­
rated into its direct and resolved components, with the data being reproduced reasonably well 
in  shape by HERWIG.  Figure  2.15  (b)  shows the comparison  of this  measurement  to  NLO 
QCD predictions.  The NLO cannot describe the data in the low :r°bs region even with extreme 
choices of parameters which are shown in the graph.  There are no hadronisation corrections
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Figure 2.14  The differential cross section measurements for  \y\  <  1.  The inner bars repre­
sent the statistical  uncertainties;  the outer bars are the  quadratic sums of the 
statistical and systematic uncertainties.  The solid curves are the theoretical pre­
dictions from Cacciari  and Nason  [31],  with the uncertainties  indicated by the 
shaded bands.  The dashed curve shown with the D*+  cross section is the theo­
retical prediction from Kniehl [32]; the dotted lines indicate the uncertainty.  No 
prediction is available yet for D f production.
applied to the NLO QCD predictions or beauty contributions added which are present in the 
data, which could explain the difference.  In this thesis these points are addressed.
The cross section ratio R = o(x°bs < 0.75)/cr(a:°bs > 0.75)  as a function of Q2 in (fig. 2.16) 
for the case of dijet events containing a D*± in the kinematic range Q2 < 5 •  103 GeV2 [34, 33]. 
The result is extrapolated to the full kinematic region using the HERWIG MC. The result is 
shown requiring charm and the “no charm required” case.  These results show that the ratio of 
the low x°bs cross section to the high x°bs contribution falls off much slower in the presence of 
charm than it does when charm is not required.  This shows for the first time that the observed 
suppression of the low x°bs cross section due to non-zero photon virtuality and due to charm 
are not independent.
Differential cross sections (fig. 2.17) as a function of cos#*  (eq. 5.1), the dijet centre of mass 
scattering angle, 0*, for charm dijet photoproduction events have been measured in the kine­
matic range 130 < W < 280 GeV, Q2  < 1 GeV2, p% * > 3 GeV,|r/D*  | < 1.5, EJ Tet > 5 GeV and
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\rfet\  < 2.4  [70].
The  shapes  of the  measured  differential  cross  sections  are  well  reproduced  by  PYTHIA, 
HERWIG gives an adequate description of these shapes but does not describe the low values 
of cos6* in the resolved enriched (:r°bs < 0.75) region.  The approximate shapes are reproduced 
by the NLO QCD predictions.  The absolute cross sections predicted by the NLO QCD calcu­
lation reproduce the data for the sample enriched in direct photons but are below the data for 
the resolved-enriched sample.  By associating the D* meson with one of the jets allows the sign 
of cosO* to be defined.  In all cases, the cos9* distributions show a mild rise towards \cos9*\ = 1, 
as expected from quark exchange, except for the resolved-enriched sample in which the cross 
section rises steeply in the photon direction  (cosO*  = — 1),  as expected from gluon exchange. 
This observation  then  indicates that  most  of the  resolved  photon  contribution  in  LO  QCD 
charm production is due to charm originating from the photon, rather than to the competing 
resolved  photon  process gg  — >   cc.  This leads to the result  that  charm originating  from the 
photon is the dominant component in the resolved photoproduction of dijet events with charm.
Figure 2.18 shows the cross sections for the production of dijets in association with a D*± 
meson versus the  meson production cross section  [27]  measured at HI.  The MC’s RAP- 
GAP  [14], AROMA  [15],  CASCADE  [16]  all reproduce the inclusive cross section but do not 
well describe the cross section of dijets in association with a D*± meson.
D0 have measured the dijet azimuthal decorrelation  (fig. 2.19)  and (fig. 2.20)  [17] in differ­
ent ranges of leading jet pr and observe an increased decorrelation towards smaller pr ■   NLO 
pQCD  describes  the  data except  for  values  of A<^  close  to  7 r  where  the  calculation  is  not 
predictive.
This shows particular sensitivity to higher orders and within ZEUS this measurement can 
be performed across the whole A<^J range.  In this thesis this angular distribution is measured 
and compared to ‘massive’ NLO QCD predictions with charm dijets.
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2.7  Summary of charm  production
Charm fragmentation  ratios  and fractions generally support the hypothesis that  fragmenta­
tion proceeds independently of the hard sub-process in  ep and e+e_  collisions.  This test  of 
charm universality is confirmed by the measured D meson ground states at HI, ZEUS and LEP.
Many aspects of inclusive charm and dijets with charm have been measured and compared 
to NLO QCD calculations.  There is a trend in the ZEUS data that the data lie on the upper 
most bound of the theoretical uncertainties,  also that there is sensitivity to higher orders in 
dijet angular variables.  Divergences between data and theory are still visible which could be 
due to contributions from B  hadrons,  hadronisation effects  and due to additional higher or­
ders missing in calculations having big effects in some kinematic regions.  The Tevatron also 
observes  such  divergences  and  has  large  uncertainties  in  its  theoretical  predictions.  Charm 
production still needs to be understood in order to have confidence in understanding all the 
underlying subprocesses contributing to charm and the relevant scales applicable to NLO QCD 
calculations.
HERA has an advantage over higher energy experiments as jets can be selected at relatively 
low  energies  i.e.  E >  6  GeV,  with  the p >  3  GeV  allowing  the  boundary of the  two 
calculation scheme ‘massive’ and ‘massless’ to be compared.  This ‘massive’ scheme is expected 
to work well in regions where the transverse momentum of the outgoing c-quark is of similar 
magnitude to the quark mass.  At higher transverse momenta or high photon virtualities the 
‘massless’ scheme[10] should be applicable, in which charm and beauty are regarded as active 
flavours (massless partons) in the proton and in the photon and are fragmented only after the 
hard process into massive quarks.
These remaining questions will be addressed within this thesis concentrating on charm jet 
and dijet production.
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Figure 2.15  The  differential  cross  section  dcr/dx°bs  for  dijet  plus  D*  meson  events.  The 
shaded  band  represents  the uncertainty  from  the  calorimeter  energy  scale.  In 
(a)  the  data  are  compared  to  the  expectations  of the  HERWIG  Monte  Carlo 
simulations,  normalised to the data.  In  (b) the data are compared to ‘massive’ 
NLO QCD predictions  [35].
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Figure 2.16  Ratio of low to high £°bs  for events with a D*  compared to the predictions of 
the SaSID  [36] photon structure function (where the photon acts as a source of 
partons such that partons participate in the hard scatter)  for the ratio without 
a D* tag.
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Figure 2.17  Differential cross sections do/dcosO*  (dots)  compared with:  a-b)  PYTHIA and 
HERWIG  MC  simulations  (histograms);  c-d)  CASCADE  (short-dashed  lines) 
and NLO FO predictions after hadronisation correction (full lines) and at parton 
level (long-dashed lines).  Results are given separately in a,c) for samples enriched 
in  resolved  photon  events  and  in  b,d)  for  samples  enriched  in  direct  photon 
events.  The inner error  bars  show the statistical  uncertainty,  while  the  outer 
ones  show  the  systematic  uncertainties  added  in  quadrature.  The jet-energy- 
scale  uncertainty  is  given  by  the  two  dashed-dotted  lines.  In  a-b),  each  MC 
distribution is normalised to the data, as indicated in the brackets.  Also shown 
as shaded areas in a) and b) are the contribution of the resolved photon process to 
the direct-enriched sample, respectively.  The uncertainties of the NLO prediction 
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Figure 2.18  The cross section for the production of dijets in association with a D meson 
versus the D*± meson production cross section measured by HI.  The predictions 
of the RAPGAP, AROMA, and CASCADE are shown.
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Figure 2.19  DO  A(p ti  distributions  in  four  regions  based  on  the jet  with  the  largest  px  in 
an  event  (p™ ax).  Data  and  predictions  with  >  100  GeV  are  scaled  by
successive  factors  of 20  for  purposes of presentation.  The solid  (dashed)  lines 
show the NLO  (LO) pQCD predictions.
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Figure 2.20  D0 A(f)]  distributions in different regions based on the jet with the largest pr in 
an event (p™ ax).  Results from HERWIG and PYTHIA are overlaid on the data. 
Data and predictions with p™ ax  >  100 GeV are scaled by successive factors of 
20 for purposes of presentation.
743  The HERA collider and the ZEUS detector
HERA  (Hadron-Elektron  Ring  Anlage)  is  located  at  the  Deutches  Electronen  Synchrotron 
(DESY)  in  Hamburg,  Germany.  The  data  reported  in  this  thesis  were  collected  with  the 
ZEUS  detector,  from the ep collisions supplied  by HERA  ring.  This chapter  highlights  the 
experimental components relevant to this thesis.
3.1  The  HERA  collider
HERA  is  the  world’s  first  electron-proton  colliding  beam  accelerator.  It  is  6.3  km  in  cir­
cumference,  some 10-20 meters underground.  Regular data-taking commenced in May  1992. 
There are two independent storage rings in HERA, one for protons (or deuterons), and one for 
positrons (or electrons), and four straight sections each 360 m long.  Interaction regions occur 
in three of these sections, injection taking place in the fourth.
There are several stages in the injection of electrons and protons.  The layout of HERA and 
its pre-accelerators is shown in (fig. 3.1).  Electrons are first accelerated up to 200 MeV in the 
linear accelerator.  They are then transfered to the DESY II synchrotron and accelerated up to
7.5  GeV.  Then they are injected into the PETRA ring where they are ramped up to 14 GeV 
ready for injection into HERA. Once in HERA the electrons are accelerated to 27.5 GeV.
H~ ions are accelerated to 50 MeV in the proton LINAC. They are transfered to DESY III 
and accelerated to 7.5 GeV,  after which the electrons are stripped off.  The protons are then 
accelerated up to 40 GeV in PETRA II at which point they are ready for injection into HERA, 
and then accelerated up to 920 GeV.
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Figure 3.1  Layout of HERA and pre-accelerators.
Superconducting dipole and quadrupole magnets guide the protons round the ring, and they 
are accelerated up to 920 GeV using conventional (non-superconducting) radio frequency cav­
ities.
The electron ring uses warm (non-superconducting) magnets and superconducting radio fre­
quency cavities to accelerate the electrons up to 27.5 GeV.
When the protons and electrons traverse the interaction region they are put into the same 
orbit in order to collide at zero crossing angle.  The guiding magnets deflect the protons until 
they run in the same vacuum pipe as the electrons, and are brought back into the proton ring 
after passing the interaction region.
The electrons and protons travel in ‘bunches’ in each beam.  Each ‘bunch’ has a separation 
of 29 m and HERA has capacity for 220 bunches.  The time between bunch crossings is 96 ns. 
Table 10.1 has the design parameters for the 1998-2000 data taking period.
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electron ring proton ring
circumference 6336 m
nominal energy 30 GeV 920 GeV
c.m.  energy 314 GeV
circulating current 60 mA 160 mA
number of particles/beam 0.8  x  1013 2.1  x  1013
number of bunch packets 220 220
number of bunches 210 210
current/bunch 0.3 mA 0.8 mA
time between beam crossings 96 ns
beam size at interaction point  (ox) 0.286 mm 0.28 mm
beam size at interaction point (< jy) 0.060 mm 0.058 mm
beam size at interaction point (oz) 0.85 cm 19 cm
luminosity 1.5  x  1031  cm '2s_1
specific luminosity 3.3  x  1029  cm- 2s_1mA-2
polarization time at Ee = 30 GeV 25 min
Table 3.1  HERA’s design parameters for the 1998-2000 data taking period.
3.2  The  ZEUS  detector
The ZEUS detector  [37] is a multipurpose particle detector to measure final state particles in 
ep collisions.  It covers nearly all of the possible 47r solid angle around the interaction point. 
Figure 3.2 and (fig. 3.3)  show different views of the ZEUS detector.
The main components from the inside of the detector out are the Central Tracking Detector 
(CTD)  [39, 41], the Uranium Calorimeter  (UCAL)  and then the MUON chambers.  Between 
the CTD and the UCAL there is a solenoid which provides a 1.43 T magnetic field,  and the 
iron yoke outside the UCAL is used as the return path of the magnetic field.  In order to get 
rid of background from p-gas, e-gas and secondary collisions there are several detectors to veto 
such events.  The Veto Wall  (VETO) and the C5 counter (C5)  (fig.  10.3 shows the location of
773.2  The ZEUS detector
the C5 counter)  are two of these detectors which are used to reject this type of background. 
The Luminosity monitor (LUMI) is located 104 m away from the detector.
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Figure  3.2  x —  y view of the ZEUS detector
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3.3  The  Central  Tracking  Detector
Charged  particles  are tracked  in the central tracking detector  (CTD)  [39,  41]which operates 
in  a magnetic field of 1.43 T  provided by  a thin superconducting coil.  The CTD  consists of 
72 cylindrical drift chamber layers,  organized in 9 superlayers covering the polar-angle region 
15°  <9 < 164°, and is filled with a mixture of argon,  CO2, and ethane.  Particle identification 
is  possible  by  using  measurements  of the  mean  energy  loss  dE/dx  of  charged  particles  in 
the  gas of the  active  volume.  The transverse-momentum  resolution  for  full-length  tracks  is 
<j(pt)/pt —  0.0058pr © 0.0065 ® 0.0014/pr  (pr in GeV).
The odd-numbered  (axial)  superlayers contain drift wires which run parallel to the  2-axis. 
The  remaining even  numbered  (stereo)  superlayers  contain  wires  which  are  orientated  at  a 
small stereo angle (~ ±5°) with respect to the 2-axis.  This arrangement allows both r0 and  2 
coordinates to be accurately measured.  The normal resolution for a track which has traversed 
all super layers is ~  180 fim in r < f i  and ~  2 mm in 2.  The measured event vertex is accurate to 
about  1 mm in xy and 4 mm in  2.
The inner three axial superlayers of the CTD are instrumented with a 2-by-timing system. 
This estimates the 2-position of a hit by measuring the difference in arrival time of the pulses 
on the same wire at each end of the detector.  This has a resolution of ~  4 cm which is much 
cruder than that obtained using the full axial and stereo wire information.  It is relatively fast 
and is predominantly used for triggering purposes and seed-finding.
3.4  The  Uranium-Scintillator Calorimeter
The high-resolution  uranium-scintillator  calorimeter  (CAL)  [42,  43,  44,  45]  consists of three 
parts:  the forward (FCAL), the barrel (BCAL) and the rear (RCAL) calorimeters.  Each part is 
subdivided transversely into towers, and longitudinally into an electromagnetic section (EMC) 
and either one (in RCAL) or two (in BCAL and FCAL) hadronic sections (HAC). The smallest 
subdivision  of  the  calorimeter  is  called  a  cell.  The  CAL  energy  resolutions,  as  measured 
under test-beam conditions, are cr(E)/E = 0.18/y/E for electrons and o(E)/E —  0.35/VE for 
hadrons (E in GeV).
Figure 3.5 shows the ZEUS calorimeter  [46, 47, 38].  Holes of 20x20cm in the forward region
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Figure 3.4  x-y view through the CTD and typical cell layout.
and 20x8cm in the rear region accommodate the HERA beam pipe.  The layout  of a BCAL 
tower is shown in  (fig.  3.6).  The front  surface dimensions  are  20x20cm.  In the FCAL  and 
RCAL the towers are rectangular, while in the BCAL towers are wedge shaped and projective 
in 0.  The HAC section  consists of one cell,  and an EMC section  consists of four cells with 
dimensions  5x20cm in FCAL/BCAL  and two cells with dimensions  10x20cm  in the RCAL. 
Each cell consists of alternating plates of absorber 3.3 mm thick depleted uranium (absorber) 
and  2.6  mm  thick  plastic  scintillator  (active  material).  As  the  particles  shower  the  light 
generated in this active material is collected by light guides and wavelength shifters on both 
the left  and  right sides of the towers,  which is then  fed into  photo-multiplier tubes located 
behind these modules.  Position information is obtained from the imbalance between these two 
signals.  The EMC sections have a depth of 25 radiation lengths and one interaction length. 
For  the combined  HAC  sections  the depths are of 6,  4 and  3  interaction  lengths  in  FCAL, 
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Figure 3.5  The ZEUS Calorimeter (y-z projection)  and surroundings.
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Figure 3.6  Diagram of a BCAL tower.
823.5  The luminosity measurement
3.5  The  luminosity  measurement
The ep luminosity at ZEUS is determined by measuring the rate of photons which emerge from 
the Bethe-Heitler process ep  — >   ep 7 at small angles.
The cross section,  o b h ,  for this process at fixed photon scattering angle  (07),  and energy 
(E7)  is well  known.  This  can  then be used  to determine the luminosity  using the  relation 
shown in (eq. 3.1), where the photon rate (JV7) is measured by the luminosity monitor system.
£  =  Nry/aBH  (3-1)
The luminosity monitor system is shown in  (fig.  3.7),  it consists of a positron and photon 
lead-scintillator  sampling  calorimeter  placed  at  2  =  — 35  m  and  2:  =  — 107  m  respectively. 
Photons with  a scattering angle 07  <  0.5  mrad exit  the beam pipe and strike the photon 
calorimeter.  Positrons  with  an energy between  0.2  Ee  and  0.8  Ee  are  deflected  away  from 
the beam line by by the HERA BH magnet  (fig.  3.7),  and hit the positron detector.  Events 
with  coincident  energy  deposits  in  the photon  and  positron  detectors  are  used  to  calibrate 
the energy scale of the photon calorimeter since the sum of the photon and positron energies 
should add to the initial positron energy.
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Figure 3.7  The layout  of the ZEUS Luminosity Monitor.  The nominal interaction  point is 
located at  (0,0).
833.6  The ZEUS trigger system
Figure 3.8 shows the amount of luminosity delivered by HERA and gated by ZEUS from 
1993  until the year  2000.  The complete sample corresponds to  an  integrated  luminosity of 
140 pb~x.
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Figure 3.8  The ZEUS gated luminosity.
3.6  The  ZEUS trigger system
HERA’s bunches cross every 96  ns which  corresponds to  a bunch crossing rate of 10  MHz. 
The background rate from non ep collisions  (i.e.  particles in the beam colliding with gas in 
the beam pipe know as beam gas)  is about 10 kHz, which is brought down to  10  —   200 Hz 
online by the ZEUS trigger system with the number of interesting e^p interactions being at 
about 5 Hz.  As the input rates for each trigger stage decrease,  the complexity of algorithms 
and time each stage has to perform them increases;  ZEUS has adopted a three level trigger 
system as shown diagrammatically in (fig. 3.9).
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All three trigger levels were required for the analysis within this thesis,  the requirements 
of these  triggers  are  shown  in  more  detail  for  the  FLT  in  (section  4.4.4),  for  the  SLT  in 




































Figure 3.9  Diagrammatic representation of data flow in the ZEUS trigger system.
3.6.1  The  First  Level  Trigger  (FLT)
The trigger  [37,  48]  cannot make decisions within the 96 ns bunch crossing time,  so the in­
formation  is stored in  5 fis long pipelines.  A  coarse  set  of information  is computed  by the 
respective component FLT’s which send these calculations to the Global First Level Trigger 
(GFLT). The GFLT then selects on the combined information from these components to reject
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or to keep events to be passed onto the second level.
3.6.2  The Second  Level  Trigger  (SLT)
The  SLT’s  of each  component  receive  almost  all  the  complete  data  from  each  component. 
The  component  SLT’s  are  based  upon  transputers  and  send  processed  information  to  the 
transputer-based Global Second Level Trigger GSLT. The algorithms are more complex at the 
GSLT and includes physics filters for particular types and topologies of events.  The typical 
accept rates are between 30 and 100 Hz.  The complete event information is then passed onto 
the event builder (EVB) which formats the data before transfering it to the third level trigger.
3.6.3  The Third  Level Trigger  (TLT)
The full event  information is available for the TLT,  and  ‘offline’  like algorithms  are used to 
reconstruct the the event fully using information from several components.  These events are 
then categorized into physics groups filters and the accepted events which have a typical rate 
of 5 —  10Hz are written to mass storage tape for re-processing with complete calibrations and 
the full reconstruction software.  The total time between a bunch crossing and a TLT accept 
is around 0.3s.
864  Event  reconstruction  and  selection
4.1  Overview
There are three stages in the event selection of photoproduced charm with a jet:
•  the selection of photoproduction events,
•  reconstruction of the D* meson and
•  jet finding.
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Tf-  - 1 J  T r-  99.0  0-2  Lg-  0-1  FNC-  0  BCN-  27  FLT-98A23C00  10200000
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Figure 4.1  Charm single jet event, E ^  = 17.5 GeV and rpet = 0.053.
Figure 4.1 shows a typical charm jet event containing only one reconstructed jet above the 
EJf* and rfet thresholds.  Figure 4.2 shows a dijet event where both jets are reconstructed as
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well as the D*  meson.  The jets can clearly be seen in the lego plot in the top right of both 
figures where there is a collimation of particles in one region of r](j) space within the detector. 
The D* meson is the particle reconstructed from the tracks within the CTD by forming the 
invariant mass.  No electron is seen in these events as it escapes down the beam pipe.  If there 
were an electron within the acceptance of the CTD, it would look like a single isolated high 
energy deposit in the electromagnetic section of the calorimeter as demonstrated in (fig. 4.6), 
and a high pr track pointing to the isolated energy deposit.  As expected these events have a 
lot of hadronic activity.  This chapter explains how the kinematic variables are calculated from 
the hadronic final state with the use of jet and energy flow objects, as well as explaining how 
to reconstruct D* mesons.
Zeus  Run  31014  Event  5986^
23-S«p— 1996  0* 49* 34.743 flto ~923.T005431-R031014*cz
E -  187.7  E t-  483  p t-  3-8  p r-  140-4  E -p z-  27.4  EJ-  1484  Eb-  20-6  E r-  O J 
TT-  - 0 8  T r-  99-0  L*-  108  Lg-  OO  FNC-  0  BCN-197  FU-80A23F10  11000000 
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Figure 4.2  Charm dijet event, the leading jet having E3j f* = 20.2 GeV and rj[et = — 0.089 and 
the second leading jet in E having E ^  = 17.7 GeV and 7^et = 1.325.
4.2  Reconstruction  of the  kinematic variables
The kinematic variables in photoproduction must be calculated from the hadronic final state. 
This is because the electron/positron escapes down the beam pipe and therefore is not detected 
in ZEUS.4.2  Reconstruction of the kinematic variables
4.2.1  The yJB  correction
The Jacquet-Blondel method [49] is used to calculate the kinematic variables y and W; W and 
y are calculated from energy flow objects  (EFO’s see section 4.3.1)  where i in  (eq.  4.1)  runs 
over these objects giving the total E —  Pz in the event and are defined below.
n
E  Ei -  Pi,z
Vjb  =  * =1  2E    and  (4.1)
Wjb =  \/s ■  yjB ■   (4.2)
Ee is the initial electron energy,  s in (eq. 4.2)  is the total centre of mass energy squared in 
the collision  which  is  equivalent to  s = 4 x 920 x 27.5  =  1.01  x 105  GeV2.  If the scattered
electron  is  found in the detector, the variable  y can be calculated  as:
Vel  =  1 -   E' ^ - ^   (4.3)
where E'e  and 0e  axe the energy and angle of the scattered electron  and can be compared 
with  yjB•   This  comparison  is  not  possible  in  photoproduction  (Q2  <  1),  as  the  hadronic 
system is only available to do the calculation of y .
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Figure 4.3  Correlation between the measured yjB and ytrue-
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Figure 4.3 shows the correlation between the uncorrected reconstructed y j s   and the ytrue  as 
given from HERWIG Monte Carlo for events with Q2 < lGeV2.  The correlation is in excellent 
agreement with the fit:
y % r = VJB ~ °’02  (4.4) y jB   Q86  v  j
Equation 4.4 is the result of a first order polynomial fit to (fig. 4.3) used to correct the value 
of yjB-, and yc jg is used to calculate Wjb•
Figure 4.5 shows the distributions for  ((y j s  —  ytrue)/ytrue  in different ranges of ytrue■   The 
distributions peak at zero after corrections and have a small dependence on the ytrue  value, 
and the resolution of the yjs measurement is around 11 - 14%.
The distribution of yjs for HERWIG Monte Carlo is shown in (fig. 4.4).  For the kinematic 
region selected 130 <  W j b  < 280GeV, the contamination from DIS events is small.
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Figure 4.4  Distribution of yjs  for HERWIG  Monte  Carlo.  The black  line shows the total 
distribution for both DIS and photoproduction events.  The shaded region shows 
events with a Q2 > 1 GeV2 and primary |Zvtx\  < 50 cm cut,  and the dashed line 
shows the events selected with no electron found in the event and \Zvtx\  < 50 cm 
cut i.e.  showing how the photoproduction distribution of yjB looks.  The kinematic 
region selected corresponds to 130 < W < 280 GeV.
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0.1  < Ytrue < 0 J   0.2 < Ytrue <0.3  0.3 < Ytrue < 0.4
-  —  uncorrected Yjb 
  corrected Yjb £ 0 0 0 0
mean = 0.105 
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Figure 4.5  (yje £ —  ytrue)/ytrue in bins of ytrue■   Dotted histograms show the uncorrected yjB 
distributions, solid lines show yc jB  yjB  after the correction is applied, with the 
mean width(cr) extracted from a Gaussian fit to yc jB  •
4.2.2  Removal  of DIS  events by electron  identification
Figure 4.6 shows how a neutral current DIS event looks in the ZEUS detector.  Electrons are 
identified with a neural-net algorithm trained on Monte Carlo events [50, 51].  The calorimeter 
is not uniform because of gaps and dead material.  This therefore makes the signature of the 
electron  change  from  region  to  region.  The electron  finder  is  used  on  the  calorimeter  cells 
which have not  had energy correction  or the removal of noisy channels  applied  at  the third 
level trigger system,  in order to separate these events from background.  From ~ 8 —  lOGeV 
upwards the electron finding efficiency is > 90%, and is used to remove DIS events.





Figure 4.6  A high Q2 neutral current DIS event.
4.3  Reconstruction  of the hadronic final  state
The hadronic final state can be reconstructed by combining information from the calorimeter 
and the CTD. Low momentum charged particles are better measured in the CTD than in the 
calorimeter.  An algorithm  [52, 53, 54] has been written to make best use of these two pieces 
of information, and to output energy momentum four vectors known as Energy Flow Objects 
(EFOs see next section 4.3.1).
4.3.1  Energy  Flow  Objects  (EFOs)
EFOs can consist of both neutral and charged particles measured from the CAL and CTD. 
There is a three stage reconstruction procedure to form these EFO objects.
1.  Clustering  is  initiated  by  combining  adjacent  cells  in  the  EMC,  HAC1  and  HAC2 
regions  separately  as  shown  in  (fig.  4.7).  A  three dimensional  ‘cone-island’  is  formed 
from the CAL information, using the angular separation of the cell islands.
2.  Matching of the cone islands begins by extrapolating all charged tracks  in the CTD 
to the CAL surface.  Matched tracks must pass through 4 superlayers of the CTD with 
a transverse momentum in the range 0.1  < pr  <  20  GeV,  with the upper limit  being 
increased to  25  GeV  for tracks  passing  through  more then  7 superlayers.  Tracks  are
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Figure 4.7  A schematic diagram showing how cell-islands are formed.
excluded if they cannot be fitted to a primary vertex.  If the track passes within 20cm of 
a cone island it is matched.
3.  The  final  decision of how CTD and CAL information are combined is only made for 
tracks which are matched to islands.  The momentum resolution for each CTD track and 
the energy resolution of the matching cone island in the CAL is calculated.  Where the 
CTD has a better resolution then the CTD tracks are taken.  Charged tracks which leave 
no energy deposit are all assumed to be low energy pions.  Unmatched energy deposits 
are all assumed to come from neutral particles and CAL information must be used here 
as there is no other choice.  The CAL information is then used to determine the energy 
of the hadronic islands with more than three matched tracks and no use is made of CTD 
information.
4.4  Jet  reconstruction
To determine the dynamics of the subprocess in a hadronic interaction,  particles in the final 
state are grouped into jets of collimated particles.  Jets correspond closely to the kinematics 
of the partons produced in the hard subprocess.  The jet finding algorithm has to be infrared 
safe, i.e.  the outcome of the algorithm is not sensitive to the emission of soft collinear partons.
In this analysis the kr clustering algorithm [7, 55] is used on EFO objects in the experiment, 
and hadrons from the Monte Carlo programs,  to produce a set of objects in the final state.






Figure 4.8  A  figure illustrating the clustering into a cone-island  (cell-islands  1,2  and  3  are 
merged) and the track-island matching.
Jet properties are calculated with the relations.
4 e‘ = ^ E # J 0 , (4.5)
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where the sum runs over all EFO objects i assigned to a jet.
(4.6)
(4.7)
4.4.1  The  kT  clustering  algorithm
The longitudinal invariant kr clustering algorithm [7, 55] was used in inclusive mode and the 
procedure to reconstruct the jets is as follows.
•  The momentum of all objects is scaled so that it equals the energy of the object, so all 
objects are considered massless.  All the massless objects in this list are then input into 
the jet finder
954.4  Jet reconstruction
The variable d^B, the pr of the particle from the proton beam, is calculated and for each 
object k and dij for each pair of objects i and j, given by,
dkB —   (4-8)
d^ = min(E^i, E\j)R2 j  where  = (7 7 *  -  t] 3)2 + (<fo -  (p 3)2 ,  (4.9)
The smallest value of dkB,dij  is found.  If dkB  is smallest  then the object  k  is  taken to
be a jet and is removed from the list of objects.  If dij  is  found to be the  smallest,  the
objects (z,j)  are merged into a new object, given by,
Et = Er,i + Etj  (4-10)
ii= ! ± i- m  ■   1:,, •  «j  (4 n)
Ej1
4, = ^   + Er'i '  (4.12)
Ex
•  This procedure is continued until there are no more entries in the list.
4.4.2  Jet energy correction
Energy loss occurs because of dead material, and gaps in the detector which can be investigated 
using the Monte Carlo  (see fig.  4.9).  The correction  is applied to the jets in the laboratory 
frame as the detector effects causing this energy loss can be easily be seen and isolated.  This 
correction is more dependent on position of the jet in the calorimeter rather than the kinematics 
of the event.
The correction procedure was performed on HERWIG Monte Carlo events.  The jets were 
split into eleven different rfet bins as shown in  (fig. 4.10).  The correlation of the E ^  made 
out of the EFO objects and matched hadronic simulated jets was plotted in these ranges.  The 
hadronic and EFO jets were matched using the criteria AR = yj(4>^° —  4>^)2 + {jfj^ —  Vjef)2,












Figure 4.9  Jet  energy loss  as  a function  of rfet.  Solid  points  show  the  profile  distribution 
for HERWIG Monte Carlo, open points show the profile distribution for PYTHIA 
Monte Carlo.
AR < 1.  Least square fitting within each rfet bin enables the following correction function to 
be determined.
4?EK>,f = m(4% niet) ■  4 !U , + c(4% € l).   (4-i3)
where m is the  slope  and c is the intercept  as a function of the transverse  energy and the
pseudorapidity for that bin. The corrected value  for the Etcott  calculated by:
Ejet  -  c
EJ Te tcarr =  -----  .  (4.14) 1 ,corr  ^   '  '
These parameters are then applied to the data jets in exactly the same way, and the corrected 
values £ 7^ 0^? 0corr  and rfC wr are obtained for jets with an E^^corr > 6GeV.
Figure 4.11 shows the jets resolutions after applying the jet energy corrections.
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Figure 4.10  Jet energy correction profile plots in bins of rfet.  Straight lines are fitted in each 
rfet bin in order to extract correction factors.
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Constant  2.104e+05 ± 365 
Mean  -0.003201 ± 0.000068 
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Figure 4.11  Jet resolutions for  ^detjet _ ^hadjet^  ^
for both HERWIG and PYTHIA. The distributions were fitted with a Gaussian 
with the constant, mean and widths shown on the plots.
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4.4.3  Trigger selection
The triggers selected  were designed in order to pickup  hard  photoproduction  events,  which 
two high-Et jets are created after the collision.  In this case at least one jet above a threshold 
of  > 6 GeV, with the electron lost down the beam pipe Q2 < 1.  The FLT requires large 
energy deposits in the CAL and good FLT tracks.  At the SLT, events with a higher Et and 
good vertex tracks were needed to trigger the event, and at the TLT a modified version of the 
tracking code was used with loose selection cuts on the D* meson to select the events.
4.4.4  FLT
The FLT requirements concentrate on summed calorimeter quantities and good tracks in the 
CTD.  The FLT is an OR of two  GFLT slots;  42 and 59.  Both of these slots require a large 
energy deposit in the CAL and a good track from the CTD FLT.
FLT Slot 42 requires:
•  CAL energy
-   Ecm. > 15GeV,
-   > lOGeV or
-   Ebemc > 2GeV or
-   Erem c > 2GeV.
•  At least one good FLT track which comes close to the nominal interaction point (— 50 < 
z < 80cm).
•  Timing information measured by the VETO,  C5 counter and small angle rear tracking 
detector (SRTD) are not consistent with the beam-gas timing of ep interactions.
FLT Slot 59 requires:
•  CAL energy
-   E™t l > 2GeV and (E^emc > °-5GeV or EF B^T MC > 2GeV) or
-   E gfi > 8GeV and E ^ / E g f i  < 0.65.
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•  At least 9 FLT tracks found and the fraction of the number of good FLT tracks to the 
total number of FLT tracks is greater than 50%.
•  Timing information measured by the VETO,  C5 counter and SRTD are not consistent 
with the beam-gas timing.
4.4.5  SLT
At the SLT, events are vetoed using the timing (t) obtained from the FCAL^fcal), RC  AL{Jrcal)? 
top half of the BCA L(t^^L)  and bottom half of the BCAL^^^E).  If one of the relations 
below is satisfied the event is vetoed.
1-  \tR C A L \  > 8ns or
2-  tpcAL ~ tRCAL > 8ns or
3-  tfcA L  -   cTl <
Timings  are calibrated  such that  t  =  0  ns  corresponds to  physics  events  colliding  at  the 
nominal interaction point (0,0,0)1.  The first two vetos above remove backgrounds from proton 
beam gas events, the third removes cosmic ray events.
n
A cut on  g c ells _  p c ells < 75Qey  is a]so required in order to further remove background
cells,i
and reduce the rate.
In order to select  D*  meson photoproduction events,  the following conditions must be all 
satisfied.
•  —  60 < zvtx < 60cm or no CTD information and
•  jr  E f ls -  P lfs > 7GeV and
cells,i 
n
•  Etpils  (excluding the FCAL inner ring)> 6GeV and
cells,i
•  E   pzfsl  E   E i ells  <  °-96 and
cells,i  cells,i
1The ZEUS coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian system, with the 2  axis pointing in the proton beam 
direction,  referred  to  as  the  ‘forward’  direction,and  the  x  axis  pointing  left  towards  the  centre of HERA.
The coordinate origin is at the nominal interaction point  (x,y,z)  (0,0,0)
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•  (Nfoundtracks ^ 5 and Nyertextrcicks ^ 8) or
•  Nfoundtracks ^  Or ^  Pt  1.2GeV.
1,2
where  J^Pt  is  the  scalar  sum  of the  transverse  momenta  of the  two  highest  pr  tracks. 
1,2
The lower  E —  Pz  cut is applied to remove beam gas events,  since these events are boosted 
towards positive z direction, which can result E ~ Pz.  Requiring large-Et  and removing the 
region where Pz ~ E removes large amounts of proton beam gas events, as proton beam gas is 
boosted in the forward direction and characterised by Pz  ~  E.  This ensures there is a large 
energy deposit in the central part of the detector.  The number of track requirements ensure 
D* meson reconstruction is possible.  This SLT slot also requires that FLT 42 or 59 have been 
fired.
4.4.6  TLT
The following global  veto  logic  is applied at  the TLT,  if one of these requirements  below is 
satisfied the event is vetoed,
•  \tRCAL\ > 6ns  ,
•  \tFCAL\ > 8ns ,
•  tpcAL —  tRCAL > 8ns and
•  \tGLOBAL\ > 8ns
where tcLOBAL is the timing obtained from all CAL cells.  These cuts remove non-ep back­
ground further.
At  the TLT,  almost  full tracking information  is  available  and  a stripped down version of 
the offline tracking code is run in order to achieve  a high performance.  D*  mesons are then 
reconstructed as described in (section 4.4.10),  but with wider mass windows namely
•  1.40 < m(D°) < 2.2 GeV and
•  Am < 0.17 GeV.
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4.4.7  Offline selections
The events obtained with the online trigger selection still contain  some contamination  from 
non-ep physics interactions, as well as from non-photoproduction interactions which still have 
to be removed.  Before cuts on calorimeter quantities are made corrections for noise, originating 
from the electronics and the radioactive decay of the uranium, are applied.  Also a complete 
set  of fully  calibration  constants  are  provided  by  the  detector  components  before  the  full 
reconstruction  is  run  over  the  data forming  a new  data structure  with  the  final  track  and 
calorimetry information available.
4.4.8  Selecting  photoproduction  events
Photoproduction  in  ep  collisions  is  characterised  by  the  interaction  of quasi-real  photons  ( 
photon virtuality Q2 < 1).  The absence of the scattered electron within the ZEUS detector is 
a signal of photoproduction events, as the electron is lost down the beam pipe.  The following 
cuts were used to select photoproduction events.
•  — 50 < zvtx < 50 cm
This rejects background from proton beam gas and cosmic ray events.
•  yei < 0.7
Events are rejected if there is an electron in the event  with yei < 0.7.  Neutral particles 
such as 7T° fake electron signatures in the detector with lower energies than the scattered 
electrons in DIS events.  The value for yei will be therefore larger for fake electron than 
for DIS events.
•  130 < Wlv < 280 GeV
The lower cut rejects contributions from proton beam gas interactions, which are boosted 
to the positive z direction.  The upper cut is required to reduce the contribution from 
DIS events where the electron finder could not identify the scattered electron.
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4.4.9  Selecting charm  events
Charm is identified by tagging charmed mesons in the final state.  The D*  meson is selected 
in this analysis by the decay mode:
w ± ) >Jr±   ( 4 . 1 5 )
where  is the ‘slow’ pion.
The branching ratios from the PDG  [56] of these decay channels are.
Br(Dr± ^  D°,-nf) = 67.7±0.5%  and  (4.16)
Br(D° -►  K*, rr*) = 3.80 ± 0.09%  .  (4.17)
The combined branching ratio for this decay chain is thus 2.57%, and fragmentation proba­
bility /(c — >  D*+) is 23.5%  [57].  Although the conversion of a c-quark into the detected final 
state is small (0.0257 *0.23 = 0.59%) the decay products are all charged particles and are well 
measured within the acceptance of the CTD and the invariant masses can be well determined. 
There are two mass constraints, the mass of the D° and the mass difference between the D* 
and the D°, known as Am (eq. 4.18).
Am -  m(K7T 7rs) —  m(K7v)  (4-18)
The  7T S   allows for an accurate momentum measurement and since this is the only particle 
different between the  D° and D*  decay it determines the resolution  in  which the D*  can be
measured.  Since the signal is near threshold the background is low and  can be well  estimated
using wrong track charge combinations (see section 4.4.10).  Other particle identification meth­
ods are available within ZEUS such as cLE/dx from the CTD and particle identification within 
the calorimeter,  but  are  found not  to  be very effective  at  background  reduction  within the 
kinematic range of this measurement.
4.4.10  Reconstruction  of the  meson
Figure 4.12 shows a D+± meson decaying into a kaon, pion and slow pion.  It is not possible to 
distinguish kaon tracks from pion tracks, therefore all sets of tracks are alternately assigned to
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the kaon or pion mass.  All the combinations of tracks with opposite charge Pt (K, tt) > 0.4 GeV 
and \r](K, 7r)|  < 1.75 are combined to form the D° candidates.  D° candidates are kept if their 
mass was in the range 1.8 < m(D°) < 1.92 GeV (fig. 4.14).
Jet
Figure 4.12  Cartoon of a D* — >  (D° — >  K, 7r),7rs decay as observed in the CTD.
The D° candidates are then combined with another track of opposite charge to that of the 
kaon, which is the slow pion candidate track.  This combination of three tracks then forms the 
D* candidates which are accepted if Pt (D*) > 3.0 GeV and \rj(D*)\  <   1.5.  The pseudorapidity 
cut ensures that the tracks are within a well understood region of the CTD. The px cut also 
reduces the combinatorial background, which is much higher at lower pt since the background 
is predominantly from low px tracks.  The tracks selection criteria are,
•  pr{K,ir) > 0.4 GeV ,
•  Pt(ks) > 0.12 GeV and
•  \n{K,TT,7Ta)|  < 1.75  .
4.4.11  D*  meson  signal  extraction
Wrong charge combinations are used in order to estimate the combinatorial  backgrounds to 
the D*  decay.  Figure 4.13  shows the signal  and background  distributions for D*  meson  re­
construction separated into sample signal region 0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV,  and background 
normalisation region 0.15 < AM < 0.17 GeV.  To extract the D* signal the background wrong 
charge distribution has to be normalised to the right charge signal distribution.  The number 
of events in the signal region in the right charge distribution is A and the number in the wrong
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charge is C. If B is the number in the right charge normalisation region and D is for the wrong 
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Figure 4.13  D* right charge selection is shown (top histogram), and wrong charge distribution 
(bottom histogram), both separated into example signal regions 
0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV, and background normalisation regions 
0.15 < AM < 0.17 GeV.
A fitting procedure is also used to extract a signal from the distributions.  Figure 4.15 shows 
the mass distribution fitted to a modified Gaussian [28]  (eq. 4.21) plus a background threshold 
function (eq. 4.23) which is approximately exponential.
Gmod(x-,d,pi,p2,P3) =  t - Pl  exp(-^T1+ i+o-sr)  ,  (4.21)
V  27r  • p s  2
T= x - p 2  (422)
P3
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Figure 4.14  m(K,7r)  distribution  after  all  selection  cuts,  and  a  cut  on  0.143  <  AM  < 
0.148  GeV.  The  soild  dots  are  the  right  charge  combinations  and  histogram 
is the wrong change distibution.  The wrong charge is normalised to the right 
charge distribution in the region 2.0 < m(K, 7r) < 2.2 GeV
backgroundfunc = p±{x —  m^Y5  ,  (4-23)
where m^ is the pion mass, d is the bin width, pi.. .ps are the free parameters and x = Am. 
The number of candidates is then  N(D*)  = pi x Go,  where Go  is the normalisation  factor, 
which is one for a pure Gaussian.  For this new functional form the normalizsation has to be 
worked out numerically (eq. 4.24).
oo J  dx  Gr n o < i(x]d,pi,p2iP3) = 1.218 .  (4.24)
—oo
In summary, the signal region definitions and kinematic cuts on the D* meson are:
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Figure 4.15  The distribution of the mass  difference,  AM = M(Kmrs) —  M(Ktt),  for D*± 
candidates  (solid  dots).  The histogram shows  the  AM distribution for wrong 
charge combinations.  Only D, *± candidates from the region 
0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV were used for the cross section measurement.
•  Signal region:
-   1.80 < m(D°) < 1.92 GeV and
-   0.143 < Am < 0.148 GeV .
•  Kinematic region:
-   Pt(D*) > 3.0 GeV and
-   \t ](D*)\ < 1.5 .
4.4.12  meson  & jet  matching
The D* meson and jet matching is done via the AR cone association between the D* and the 
jet shown in (eq.4.25) in T ) —  $ space.
AR = yj(Qjet -  $£>*)2 + (j)jet ~ VD*)2  •   (4-25)
> 3 GeV
_   #   1998-2000 Data
I  Wrong Charge Background
Entries= 35478 
X2 /ndf=1.42262 
Mean=0.14547± 0.00001  GeV 
Width=0.597 ± 0.015 MeV 
# D“ Candidates= 5732  ±111
Candidates (W.C. Subtraction) =5379 ±118
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Figure 4.16  AR association between D* meson and jet.  Points are the data, the filled area is 
the HERWIG Monte Carlo, and the PYTHIA Monte Carlo is the blue solid line. 
The dashed green line indicates where the cut is placed at AR = 0.6 separating 
matched jets from unmatched jets.
If AR  <  0.6  the  D*  is  matched  to  a jet.  Figure  4.16  shows  the  AR  data  distribution 
compared to HERWIG  and PYTHIA Monte Carlos.  The main association comes at  a value 
smaller than 0.6 and the second peak seen at 3.14 is due to the D* being in opposite hemispheres 
in the detector i.e.  back to back with the jet.  These effects appear to be well reproduced in 
the Monte Carlo.
D*  mesons are clustered into the jet  finder with the removal of the final state kaon,  pion 
and slow pion from the fist of particles given to the jet finder, allowing for the jet containing 
the D* meson to be identified unambiguously at hadron level.
At parton level the jets are matched in the same way as detector level using the AR method, 
(fig. 4.17) shows this for both HERWIG and PYTHIA Monte Carlo.  Again AR < 0.6 selects 
matched jets, and AR > 0.6 for unmatched jets to D* mesons.
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Figure 4.17  AR association between D* meson and parton jet.  The filled area is the HER­
WIG Monte Carlo, and the PYTHIA Monte Carlo is the blue dashed line.  The 
arrow shows where the cut is placed at AR = 0.6 separating matched jets from 
unmatched jets.
4.4.13  Reconstruction  of x^s(D*: untagged jet)
In order to be sensitive to higher order effects, and to distinguish between direct and resolved 
enhanced regions, x^)S(D*1  untagged jet)  can be constructed  [10], which is ‘analogous’ to the 
traditional x^s but has the advantage of being able to go to lower pr by exchanging one of the 
jets for a D* meson and calculating the quantity x^s(D*, untagged jet)  using (eq.  7.1).  The 
highest E not associated to the D* meson is selected using AR > 0.6.
Prr,(  - i -  rpuntcigged je t  ^ ia g g e d   jet
x^s (D*, untagged jet) = -----------------------------     (4.26)
1104.5  Extending the p®*  range
4.5  Extending the p range
Going to lower pr{D*) increases the statistics.  Figure 4.19 shows the mass peak for pr{D*)  >  2 GeV 
and (fig. 4.18) shows the mass peak for 2  <  pr(D*)  <  3 GeV.  The statistics are increased by 
20% but the fractional error  (5N(D*)/N(D*))  is increased from 2.3% to 3.0% because back­
ground has increased.  To minimise the error propagated to the cross sections measurements it 
was decided not to lower the pr(D*).  Also at low values of pr(D*) the beauty contamination 
increases, due to the decay chain (6 — > ■  c — >  D*) momentum transfer to the D* is lost through 
this large number of decays resulting in a lower pr{D*) which originates from b quarks.
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Figure 4.18  The distribution of the mass  difference,  AM  =  M(KTrirs) —  M(Kt t ),  for  D*± 
candidates  (solid  dots).  The histogram  shows  the  AM  distribution  for  wrong 
charge combinations.  Only D candidates from the region 
0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV were used for the cross section measurement.
2  <  pr(D*)  <  3 GeV.
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J P   % 2/ndf=2.30061
f   Mean=0.14551 ± 0.00009 GeV
f   Width=0.834 ± 0.109 GeV
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Figure 4.19  The distribution of the mass difference,  AM  = M{Kmrs) —  M(Kn),  for D*± 
candidates  (solid  dots).  The histogram shows the  AM  distribution for  wrong 
charge combinations.  Only D*^ candidates from the region 
0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV were used for the cross section measurement.
Pt (D*)  >  2 GeV.
N(D  ) Candidates (W.C.Subtraction) =6622 ±188
tntries=109295
% 2 /ndf=2.97784
Mean=0.14547 ± 0.00002 MeV
Width=0.630 + 0.019 MeV
N(D  ) Candidates(fit)=7100  +173
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1124.6  D*+  Sz D*  signals
4.6  D*+ &   D*~  signals
There is a different response in the CTD for positive and negative tracks which is shown in 
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Figure 4.20  The distribution of the mass  difference,  AM  =  M (K t ^ t v s) —  M(K7t ),  for D*+ 
candidates  (solid dots).  The histogram  shows the  AM  distribution  for wrong 
charge combinations.  Only D*± candidates from the region 
0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV were used for the cross section measurement. 
pr(D*)  >  3 GeV.
As the negative tracks have a worse resolution due to the geometrical  arrangement of the 
wires  in  the  CTD  the  width  of the  D*~  meson  is  measured  to  be  0.757 ± 0.032MeV,  and 
0.493 ± 0.018MeV  for D*+  mesons,  the number of candidate D*  mesons is the same within 
errors.
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Figure 4.21  The distribution of the mass  difference,  AM  =  ) —  M(Kn),  for  D*~
candidates  (solid  dots).  The histogram shows the  AM  distribution for wrong 
charge combinations.  Only D*± candidates from the region 
0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV were used for the cross-section measurement.
Pt{D*)  >  3 GeV.
Entries= 19842
% 2 /ndf=0.91575
Mean=0.14548 ± 0.00003 GeV
Width=0.771 ± 0.030 MeV
N(D ) Candidates(fit)= 3064  ±  94
N(D ) Candidates (W.C.Subtraction) =2855 ±  89
4.7  Dijet Variables  x°bs,Afti, pj?and m"
In this section the dijet variables x°bs, A^7 - 7, pj,  and mJJ are defined.
x^s  [35]  is the fractional momentum of the photon participating in the production of the 
two highest E j1 jets.
This is in the leading order massless approach and under the assumption that partons in the 
photon are collinear with the photon,  i.e.  in the infinite momentum limit,  xobs  is equivalent 
to Bjorken x of the parton in the photon.
A i s  the difference in 4 >  from the highest E^ 1 jet to the second highest E^ 1 jet (eq. 4.28)
A $JJ = < j? etx -  (fjet2  .  (4.28)
Figure 4.22 is an event display showing an event with a small A(j^E
1144.7 Dijet Variables x°bs, A<^J, pi^ and rnJJ
i Zeus Run 33884 Event 67355
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Figure 4.22  Event display showing an event with a small A<^J.  The Jets are shown by the 
arrowed lines.
is the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the two highest Ej? jets,
P?  =  y/(l%+P& 2 + <P%+P$)a  •   (4-29)
is the Mass of the dijet system,
Afjj =  [cosh(r^etl -  »?iet2) -  cos(^etl -  <^et2)]  .  (4.30)
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•  Photoproduction selection:
-   No electron candidate(Sinistra electron finder probability > 0.9 & yei  < 0.7),
-   \zvtxI   <  50 cm,  130  <  W7P  <  280 GeV
•  D*± selection:
-   p*s  >  0.12 GeV , p^K  >  0.4 GeV,  \rfrack\   <  1.75
-  p°*  > 3.0 GeV ,  \rjD*  \   <  1.5
-   1.80  <  m(D°)  < 1.92 GeV
-   0.143  <  A M  (m(D*) -  m(D0))  <  0.148 GeV
•  Jet Selection; one or more jets with:
-   EJ Tet  >  6 GeV,-1.5  <  rfet  <  2.4
•  Luminosity used:  1998-2000 Data — »   78p6-1 
For Dijets the same except
•  Jet Selection; two or more jets with:
-   E3 Tetl  >  7 GeV,-1.5  <  rfetl  <  2.4
-   E ^n  >  6 GeV,-1.5  <  rfet2  <  2.4
1165  Characteristics of charm jet events
In  this  chapter  the  event  properties  of charm  with  one  or  more jet(s)  is  discussed.  More 
information on distributions of the underlying event and inclusive charm jet properties can be 
found in  [58, 59, 60, 61].  Here the focus is mainly on charm and dijet events.
5.0.1  Decay of charmed  hadrons
Figure 5.1  shows the correlation  of the p®*, Pt (^s)  and pt{tt,K)  from HERWIG  at  hadron 
level.  There is a strong correlation between p and Pt(^s)-  It can be seen that once the cut 
is applied to the p ,  indicated by the dashed line,  no further events are removed at hadron 
level by the pt(Ts)  cut.  However this distribution is smeared across the boundaries of these 
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Figure 5.1  The correlation of the p and its decay products.  The left  plot shows the cor­
relation  between the p and pr(7rs),  the right  hand plot  shows the correlation 
between the p and pt(tTjK),  with the dashed lines indicating the cuts on the 
transverse momenta.
1175.1  Signal and background Monte Carlo samples
5.1  Signal and  background  Monte  Carlo samples
The MC programs H e r w ig  6.301  [20, 21] and PYTHIA  6.156  [25], which implement leading- 
order matrix elements, followed by parton showers and hadronisation, were used to model the 
final state.  See  (section  2.5.1)  for  more details.  Direct  and  resolved  events  were generated 
separately and in proportion to the cross sections predicted by the MC programs.  The relative 
fraction  of charm  and  beauty events  was  also  generated  in  proportion  to the  cross  sections 
predicted by the MC programs.  Events were generated using CTEQ5L [62] and GRV-G LO [63] 
parton density functions  (P D F )  for the proton and the photon, respectively.
5.1.1  Charm  Sample
Charm quarks were generated and required to fragment into a D meson in both HERWIG 
and PYTHIA,  and eight decay modes of (c— >D)  were chosen in order to study charm decay 
(see table  5.1).  The pr  cuts where placed on these  decay modes to  generate  Monte  Carlo 
efficiently in the kinematic region required to make the measurement.  The c-quark mass was 
set to mc = 1.5 GeV.
Decay Modes Pt   cut  [GeV]
D *+  - >   £ > ° 7t +   _►  K~ir+7r+ 1.25
D*+  D°tt+  - >   K$ir+n-7r+ 1.35





D f  - >   K+K~ir+ 1.7
D+  - >   K +K~  7T+ 1.7
D+  -»•  K-7T+7T+ 2.8
A+  — > pK~ir+ 2.8
Table 5.1  Decay modes generated in HERWIG and PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples.
1185.2  Comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation
5.1.2  Beauty  Sample
A D* meson can also be produced from the decay of B-mesons.  The contribution from 6-quark 
production  is  estimated  by  the  Monte  Carlo.  The  b  fraction  is  about  3%  at  low  and 
increases as E ^  becomes larger and as pj,* becomes smaller.  The contribution is smaller than 
the statistical uncertainty in most  bins.  Due to the large theoretical  uncertainty in 6-quark 
production the contribution from 6-quarks has to be handled in a consistent way when added 
to the NLO ‘massive’ charm prediction as described below.
An NLO  prediction of D*  production for beauty is not  available  so this contribution was 
estimated using a combination of the B hadron cross section at NLO and B decays in P y t h ia . 
The pt  distributions of the two stable B  hadrons produced in the  P y t h ia   MC  programme 
were  re-weighted  to  the  distribution  in  the  NLO  calculation.  In  the  NLO  calculation,  the 
6— quark mass, mb was set to 4.75 GeV, p —  my =  yj< pj, >2 +ra^  and e = 0.0035  [64].  The 
upper (lower)  bound of the NLO  QCD prediction was estimated by setting pn = tttt/2 and 
mb  =  4.5GeV  (pr  =  2mx  and  mb  =  5.0GeV).  The  contribution  from beauty  production 
for the inclusive jet distribution, as predicted by N L O + P y t h ia , is about 3% at low  and 
increases  to  12%  at  high  E3 ^t.  For  each  cross  section,  this  beauty  contribution  was  added 
linearly to the massive  D*  prediction from charm quarks.  The gluon  splitting contribution, 
using MC predictions, was found to be negligible even at the highest E ^  measured.
5.2  Comparison  between  data  and  Monte  Carlo simulation
After generating the final state partons using the Monte Carlo generators they are input into 
the detector simulation.  The simulation is performed by the MOZART program which is based 
on GEANT3.13 package [65].  The MOZART program simulates the way in which the particles 
interact  with the different  types of material within the detector,  simulating the  response of 
the detector including the magnetic fields as well as this trigger simulations.  The same event 
reconstruction as in the data is used to fully reconstruct what is seen in the detector.
5.2.1  Reconstruction  of cosO*  and  to-7 - 7
The invariant mass of the two jets with the highest E^ 1 in the event has been reconstructed us­
ing the corrected jet transverse energies and jet angular variables according to the formula 4.30
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and
rfetl _  rfet2
cosO* = tanh{      )  .  (5.1)
The effect of the  and r^et cuts on the  —  cosO*)  plane is shown in  (fig.  5.2),  with 
the soild line being the same in both top and bottom plots to guide the eye, showing that this 
phase space effect is well modeled in the Monte Carlo.  Due to the resolution of these variables 
some points are smeared and lie outside the plane.
MJJ Monte Carlo Distribution
r.9  i
Cos‘(8)
MJJ 1998-2000 DATA Distribution
Cos"(0)
Figure 5.2  The mP  —   cosO*  plane shown for HERWIG  Monte  Carlo  (top  plot)  and  data 
(bottom  plot),  the red line in  both plots is the same and is  a parameterisation 
which can be used to guide the eye.
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5.2.2  Jet  energy  balance
Figure 5.3 (not wrong charge subtracted) shows the distributions (E^etl —  E ^t2)/(E^n +E^t2) 
where E^tl(E^t2) is the highest (second highest) transverse energy jet.  This check shows that 
the Monte Carlo well reproduces the energy balance of the two highest transverse energy jets. 
The second distribution (JSjf*1 —  E^t2)/(E^ + E ^t2)  is plotted for data and Monte Carlo 
where E^tl(E^t2) are the largest (second largest) rfet.  This also shows that the dijet systems 
are well modeled by the Monte Carlo.
et ordered resolution
eta ordered resolution
mean MC =-0.045 ± 0.001 
mean Data = -0.040 ± 0.001 
o MC = 0.155 ± 0.001 
k c  Data = 0.163 ±0.001
Figure 5.3  Dijet  distribution  for  (Ej? 1  —  E ^t2)/(E^tl  + E ^t2),  where  for  the  top  plot 
E ^n (E^t2)  is  the  highest  (second  highest)  transverse  energy jets,  and  for  the 






•  1998-2000 data
I   I  HERWIG
mean MC = 0.130 
mean Data = 0.131
1215.2  Comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation
5.2.3  Event  variable  modeling
In order to have confidence in unfolding cross sections the kinematics of the event  variables 
used to select  the final sample of events must  be modeled well.  Figure 5.4 shows the event 
zvtx  as modeled by HERWIG  and PYTHIA area normalised to the data distribution  (shown 
as solid dots).  There is also a good description of the photon proton center of mass  W j b  as 
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Figure 5.4  zvtx  distribution wrong charge subtracted compared to HERWIG  and  PYTHIA 
area normalised to the data (solid dots) for dijet events containing a D* meson.
The  comparison  plot  for  x°bs(D*, untagged jet)  (section  4.4.13)  between  HERWIG  and 
PYTHIA is shown in (fig.  5.6), and the shape is well described by the Monte Carlo.
Figure 5.7 shows the transverse momentum distributions for t t,K and 7rs compared to HER­
WIG and PYTHIA. These are background subtracted using the wrong charge method [66].  All 
distributions agree well although HERWIG reproduces the shape of the data in 7 7  distributions 
slightly better.  Figure 5.8 shows the distributions for p and rjD*   compared in the same way; 
again there is reasonable agreement between the data and Monte Carlo models.
The jet quantities  rfet and (^et were also checked and are shown to agree well in shape
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Figure  5.5  Distributions  of  Wjb  wrong  charge  subtracted  compared  to  HERWIG  and 
PYTHIA  area normalised  to the data  (solid  dots)  for  dijet  events  containing  a 
D* meson.
for both the Monte Carlo’s compared to the data,  (see fig. 5.9 for the dijet sample).  Also the 
dijet variables to be measured (fig. 5.10) show good agreement with HERWIG having a much 
better description of  and  of the dijet system than PYTHIA.
5.2.4  The  separation  power of direct-enriched  and  resolved-enriched  events 
using x?jos(D*, untagged jet)  and  x°bs
The separation  between  direct  and  resolved  events  can  be seen  for the  ‘traditional’  :r°bs  in 
(fig.  5.11)  and for a;® 1 *3  (D*, untagged jet)  in  (fig.  5.12).  There is a clear separation of direct 
events from resolved events in both variables, with :r°bs separation being at 0.75 which is the 
cut  used  in  this  analysis  also  shown  in  the  (fig.  5.11)  and  (fig.  5.12)  by  the  vertical  green 
dashed line.  The separation power for x^s(D*, untagged jet) can also clearly be seen but is at 
lower values of £°bs(Z)*, untagged jet) than for x ^ , at around 0.6.  By taking the D* alone any 
energy in an associated jet is not used in the calculation.  The advantage of this variable is that
1235.2  Comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation
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Figure 5.6  Reconstructed  distribution  for  x°bs(.D*,untagged jet)  wrong  charge  subtracted 
compared  to  HERWIG  and  PYTHIA  area  normalised  to  the  data  (solid  dots) 
for inclusive jet events containing a D* meson.
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Figure 5.7  Distributions of transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity of the  and 7 ra,
wrong charge subtracted compared to HERWIG and PYTHIA area normalised to 
the data (solid dots) for dijet events containing a D* meson.
the transverse energy that a D* meson can be reconstructed to is much lower than that for jets, 
therefore yielding a large increase in statistics.  This then allows for parton dynamics of charm 
production to be studied in more detail such as angular correlations between the D* and jets. 
The separation power between direct events  and resolved events is approximately the same, 
giving  a similar  insight  into the production diagrams of photoproduction  as in  ‘traditional’
~obs  x7  .
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Figure 5.8  Distributions of p£* and rjD*  wrong charge subtracted compared to HERWIG and 
PYTHIA area normalised to the data (solid dots) for dijet events containing a D* 
meson.
5.2.5  Parton  and  hadron  level  comparison
Cross sections are unfolded back to hadron level, but in order to see whether or not these have a 
good correspondence to the original partons generated the resolutions are shown in (fig. 5.13). 
There are very good agreements for x?^, Aft*, ftj, and M] ]  of the dijet system between parton 
and hadron levels.  This then gives confidence that the cross sections unfolded back to hadron 
level give a good representation of the parton dynamics in the initial interactions.
5.2.6  Hadronisation  corrections  for  NLO  calculations
As the NLO calculations produce final state partons, the effects of hadronisation are considered 
when  comparing the predictions  with the  data.  The NLO  QCD  predictions  were corrected 
using a bin-by-bin procedure according to da = dcrNLO - Chad? where dcrNLO is the cross section 
for parton jets in the final state of the NLO calculation.  The hadronisation correction factor 
was defined as the ratio of the jet cross sections after  and before the hadronisation process,
1255.2  Comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation
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Figure 5.9  Distributions of E 7^et  and (fP et  for the two highest transverse energy jets  in 
the event for events containing a D* meson.
Chad  =  ^cr{jfcrons/^crMc0nS-   Here,  parton-level  cross  sections  were  obtained  using  partons 
after the initial-  and  final-state showering of the MC simulations described in  (section  5.1). 
Distributions  at  the  parton  level  in  the  MC  programs  were  checked  to  be  similar  to  those 
calculated using the NLO program, assuring the validity of using a bin-by-bin correction.  The 
value of Chad was taken  as the mean of the ratios obtained using the  H erw ig  and  P y t h ia 
predictions.  The uncertainty on this value was estimated  as half the difference between the 
values obtained using the two models.  These uncertainties were added in quadrature to the 
other uncertainties of the NLO calculations.
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Figure 5.10  Reconstructed distributions for a;® 1 ®, A pfy and  wrong charge subtracted 
compared to HERWIG  and PYTHIA  area  normalised to the data  (solid  dots) 
for dijet events containing a D* meson.
1275.2  Comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation
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Figure 5.11  Distributions for x°bs for direct events and resolved events, at reconstructed level 
distribution on the left  plot,  and  at  hadron level on the right  hand plot.  The 
vertical dashed line is at 0.75 indicating the separation used between direct and 
resolved events.
Other Jet) HERWIG Reconstructed level Distribution xf(D*,Other Jet) HERWIG Hadronic level Distribution
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Figure 5.12  Distributions for x^> s (D*, untagged jet) for direct events and resolved events, at 
reconstructed level distribution on the left plot, and at hadron level on the right 
hand plot.  The vertical  dashed  line  is  at  0.75  indicating  the  separation  used 
between direct and resolved events.
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Figure 5.13  Hadron level compared to parton level HERWIG distributions for x°bs, A<^, pj, 
and  showing  (iL^o n ^ P 3 1 ^011)  for figures  (a)  -  (d)  and  (hadron  —   parton)
for figures (e) - (h).  All histograms are fitted with a Gaussian.
1296  Data correction and systematic uncertainties
To  estimate  the  effect  of the  resolution  of the  measured  quantities  used  to  select  the  final 
sample of events, the thresholds of these various cuts where moved positively and negatively, 
within the resolution of the variables shown in appendix F (section  18),  [60].
6.1  Trigger efficiency
Efficiencies  of the  FLT,  SLT  and  the  TLT  were  found  to  be  ~  88%,  ~  97%  and  ~  100% 
respectively from previous studies [60].
6.2  Efficiency,  Purity  &  Acceptance
A high purity and efficiency ensures that the variable in question can be measured to a high 
level of precision.  When the model does not describe the data,  the correction for bin-to-bin 
migrations becomes Monte Carlo model dependent.
In order to obtain cross sections from detector level distributions by a bin-by-bin unfolding 
procedure with respect to a variable Y for example,  the number of jets observed in a certain 
bin z,  lV°bs,  is unfolded to the number of jets in that  bin at  hadron level  Ybad,  taking into 
account  detector  effects  and selection efficiencies.  The acceptance  correction  A{  is obtained 




HERWIG  is used  as the central Monte  Carlo and PYTHIA  is  used  as  a cross check with 
the model dependence included in the systematic errors.  The unfolding method of differential 
cross sections can be found in (section 7.2).
1306.3  Systematic uncertainties
The efficiency, £*, and purity, Vi are defined as
yyhadflobs
=   jyhad  a n d   (6 2 )
i
yyhadnobs
= -   W -   (6-3)
i
where JV|ladnobs  is  the  number of events  reconstructed  in  that  bin  and  generated  in  that 
same bin of a given variable.  The efficiency is the probability to reconstruct a jet in the same 
bin as the bin it was generated in.  Purity represents the fraction of jets which were generated 
in that bin with respect to the number of reconstructed jets in that bin.
An example of an  efficiency,  purity  and acceptance is show  in  (fig. 6.1) for the cross section
dafdx7.  All  efficiencies, purities,  and acceptance corrections  can be  seen  in  appendix C  (sec­
tion 15) for inclusive jets and appendix D  (section 16) for dijets.  For inclusive(dijets) jets the 
purity is typically 70%-80%(30%-40%)  and the efficiency is 50%(25%) giving an acceptance of 
40%-70% for both inclusive jets and dijets with charm.
6.3  Systematic uncertainties
The thresholds of these various cuts below were changed in  both data and Monte  Carlo,  in 
order to determine the best estimate of systematic error calculable,  some large errors reflect 
statistical  effects,  which  could  be  taken  into  account  in  a  more  accurate  estimation  of the 
systematic error.
% vtx ->  ± 5 cm
P t   ~ ♦  ± 0.02 GeV
P t   - »•   ± 0.1 GeV
P t   ~ >  ± 0.1 GeV
r](track)  — ►   ± 0.05
-
H
-►  ± 0.07 GeV
±0.05
1316.3  Systematic uncertainties
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Figure 6.1  Purity/efficiency/acceptance and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the dijet 
charm cross section dcr/dx1 for HERWIG 886 pb_1.
•  E: ->  ± lGeV
•  rfet  -»•  ±0.07
•  WjB  -+  ± 10 GeV
All of the errors from these sources were negligible.
The systematic  uncertainties  calculated  are  compared  to  the  nominal  cross  sections  (< to) 
with all the nominal cuts described in the previous chapters.  Once the cuts are  changed  in 
the Monte Carlo and data simultaneously a new cross section value is obtained (erg), For each 
of the systematic sources i, upper and lower systematical errors are calculated by
1326.3  Systematic uncertainties
.   . Si  (if Si > 0)
A+ =  {  (6.4)
0  (if  Si < 0)
0  (ifSi > 0)
AT =  <  (6.5)
Si  (ifSi < 0)
where 6i is the deviation from the nominal cross section given by
Si = c t0-  cr0.  (6.6)
All  the  errors  except  for  the  correction,  and jet  energy  scale,  are  then  summed  in
quadrature giving the total  systematic errors per bin of
A + = JE (A * +)2and  (6-7)
A“ = -  J E  (a .")2  ■   (6-8)
6.3.1  D°  mass width  systematic
Since HERWIG  (the central MC)  does not have all the decay  modes for the D° included in 
this Monte Carlo sample used, the systematic error arising from changing the width of the D° 
is not well simulated.  Figure 6.2 shows the D° mass peak from HERWIG.
Figure 6.3 shows the M(Ktt)  spectrum for the PYTHIA sample of 350 pb~l  and  (fig.  6.4) 
shows the data.  The main difference between the simulations arises because the decay mode 
D°  — *   7^, 7T ° is not simulated by HERWIG which contributes to the signal of D°  — >   K ±,7rZ f
in the data.
Figure  6.5  shows  what  happens  to  the  AM  peak  for  HERWIG,  PYTHIA  and  the  data 
when  lowering  the  cut  on  the  left  of the  D°  peak  from  1.80  <  M(K t t)  <  1.92  GeV  to 
1.76 <  M(Kt t)  <  1.92 GeV.
This effect is summarised in (fig. 6.6) and (fig. 6.7), which shows how the number of D* ex­
tracted from data and the Monte Carlo behave when moving this lower mass M(Kn) cut, in in­
crements of 0.0025 GeV with the first bin being the original distribution at 1.8 <  M{Ki:)  <  1.92 GeV
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Figure 6.3  PYTHIA D° mass peak
until the second last bin in the range from  1.78 <  M(Kir)  <  1.92  GeV, with the final bin 
being in the range 1.76 <  M(Kir)  <  1.92 GeV.
There is hardly any change in the number of D* from this change in HERWIG where in the 
data there is an increase as this cut is lowered.  A rise is also observed in PYTHIA, showing
Entries= 51662
X2 /ndf=2.36677
Mean= 1.8647 ± 0.0002 GeV
Width=15.553 ±0.179 MeV
N(D°) fit=17758± 176
•   PYTHIA MC 350 pt>'
1346.3  Systematic uncertainties
D ->Kt i Entries= 41323 
7X2 /ndf=0.71649
Mean= 1.8625 ± 0.0005 GeV p"  >3 GeV
•   9840 data 78 *>' Width=18.606 ±0.581 MeV
_   N(D )fit= 5789 ±173
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Figure 6.4  98 —  00 data 78 pb  D° mass peak
better modeling of the background and peak positions.
The outcome of this is that PYTHIA is used for the D° mass window systematic.
Another  outcome  of this  study is  that  from  (fig.  6.5)  the  secondary  peak  emerging  at  a 
slightly higher mass than the AM peak can be attributed to the decay of D°  — >   K^,  ir° 
because the 7r° cannot be reconstructed within the ZEUS detector.
For completeness the effect of widening the 1.80 <  M(Kn)  <  1.92 GeV cut on the right 
from  1.92  GeV in increments of 0.0025  GeV,  this is summarised in  (fig.  6.9)  and  (fig.  6.10) 
with the first bin being the number of D*  extracted  from data and the Monte Carlo in the 
original distribution at 1.8 <  M(Kt t)  <  1.92 GeV until the second last bin in the range from 
1.8 <  M(Kir)  <  1.94 GeV, with the final bin being in the range 1.8 <  M(Kn)  <  1.96 GeV. 
The AM distributions  (fig.  6.8)  are show for the data,  HERWIG  and PYTHIA in the mass 
ranges 1.80 <  M(Kn)  <  1.92 GeV and 1.8 <  M(ATtt)  <  1.96 GeV.
1356.3  Systematic uncertainties
Data 98-00 nominal, 1.8 < M(D°) < 1.92 Data 98-00,1.76 < M(D°) < 1.92
M—n=0.14S40 ± 0.00000 GmV 
WWth=0.739± 0.016 ItoV 
N(D") fits 5189  ±  96 
N(D) WC* 5379 ± 118 
Norm feetorsl.07618
HERWIG nominal, 1.8 < M(D°) < 1.92
PYTHIA nominal, 1.8 < M(De) < 1.92
M*an=0.14540 ± 0.00000 GaV 
Wldth=0.830± 0.019 MaV 
N(D**) flte 5929  ±109 
N(D-) WC= 5751  ± 133 
Norm feetom1.07010
HERWIG, 1.76<M(D*) < 1.92
I
PYTHIA, 1.76 < M(D°) < 1.92
Figure 6.5  AM mass peaks for 98-00 data (top), HERWIG (middle) and PYTHIA (bottom) 
Monte Carlo’s.  Left column is for the mass range 1.80 <  M(Ktt)  <  1.92 GeV, 
and the right column is for the mass range 1.76 <  M(Ktt)  <  1.92 GeV.
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Figure 6.6  The N(D*) extracted from HERWIG  and the data when changing the D° mass 
window as in (fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.7  The N(D*)  extracted from PYTHIA and the data when changing the D°  mass 
window as in (fig. 6.5).
Data 98-00 nominal, 1.8 < M(D°) < 1.92 Data 98-00,1.8 < M(D°) < 1.96
Mean=0.14540 ± 0.00000 GeV 
WWth=0.739 ± 0.016 MaV 
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HERWIG nominal, 1.8 < M((/) < 1.92
+ fr r *
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I
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I
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Figure 6.8  AM mass peaks for 98-00 data (top), HERWIG (middle) and PYTHIA (bottom) 
Monte Carlo’s.  Left column is for the mass range 1.80 <  M(Ktt)  <  1.92 GeV, 
and the right column is for the mass range 1.8<  M(Ktt)  <  1.96 GeV.
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Figure 6.9  The N(D*)  extracted from HERWIG and the data when changing the D° 







Figure 6.10  The N(D*) extracted from PYTHIA and the data when changing the D° 
window as in (fig. 6.8).
mass
mass
1386.4  Summary of the systematic uncertainties
Figure  6.11  shows an example of the systematic checks performed on dcr/dx°bs,  the check 
performed is labeled within each figure, the open dots being a shift down to narrower cuts and 
solid points opening the cuts to wider values.
6.3.2  Uncertainties in the jet selection
The hadronic energy scale is known to ±2% over an Et of 10 GeV and to ±3% below an Et 
of 10 GeV.  This is measured by comparing the transverse energy of the jet (hadronic system) 
with the scattered electron/positron in DIS events.  This effect  is evaluated by changing the 
energy scale of calorimetric EFO’s by 3% in the MC. The measured Et in the data can also 
be changed and this effect can then be estimated from the data, but due to small statistics in 
the high E3 ^ 1  region statistical uncertainty contributes.
6.3.3  Uncertainties of the statistical  signal  extraction
The signal extraction was changed from wrong charge subtraction to the fit comprising of a 
Gaussian and threshold function in order to fit the signal and background simultaneously.
6.3.4  Uncertainty of the luminosity  measurement
The luminosity measurement is accurate to 2%.  This is not included in the quoted systematic 
uncertainty, and is not shown in any cross sections.
6.4  Summary of the systematic uncertainties
The  main  sources  of systematic  errors  with  the  resulting  uncertainty  on  the  cross  sections 
given in parentheses, are
•  varying  the  values  of the  selection  cuts  by  the  experimental  resolutions  in  the  corre­
sponding quantity
•  varying the efficiencies of the CAL first-level trigger  (4.1%).
•  the acceptance  was recalculated  by re-weighting  the prediction  from the  H erw ig  MC 
simulation in p®* /E1 ^1  to reproduce the distribution of this variable in the data (5.0%);
1396.4  Summary of the systematic uncertainties
•  the uncertainty from the modeling of the hadronisation  process was  estimated by using 
P y th ia  instead of H erw ig  (0.4%);
•  the effect of the uncertainty of the beauty cross section on the acceptance correction was 
taken into account by increasing the beauty contribution by a factor two  (< ±1%);
•  varying the the procedure to extract the D* signal
•  the  uncertainty  scale  of the jet  energy  scale  in  the  CAL  is  known  to  be  within  3%. 
Therefore the CAL EFOs input to the jet finder were varied by ±3% leaving the EFOs 
which are tracks the same
The  jet  energy  scale  uncertainty  is  shown  separately  in  all  figures  and  is  not  added  in 
quadrature because of the large correlation between bins.
The other systematic uncertainties were added in quadrature to obtain the total systematic 
uncertainty.  In most bins of the differential cross sections, the total systematic uncertainty is 
comparable to the statistical errors.
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Figure 6.11  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dx°bs for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~l, 886P&-1   of HERWIG MC and 350P&-1   of PYTHIA MC
1417  Inclusive charm & jets
In this chapter the cross section measurements of events containing charm and one or more jets 
(the inclusive charm and jet(s) sample) are analysed and compared to NLO QCD predictions. 
The  method  to  unfold  the  cross  sections  from  the  detector  level  distributions  is  described 
below.  More details on these measurements can be found here [59, 58, 60, 61].
7.1  Definition of the  cross sections
Inclusive cross sections with a D* meson in the final state are measured as a function of E3 ^ , 
ifet and the pseudo x°bs(D*, untagged jet).  The cross sections measured are da/ dE3 ^ 1 ,da/ difet 
and da/dx^s(D*, untagged jet)  all within the kinematic region summarised in the Table.  7.1.
Q2 < 1 GeV2 
130 < W1P < 280 GeV 
Vt *   > 3 GeV 
\rjD*  | < 1.5 
E f  > 6 GeV 
—  1.5 <  < 2.4
a D*-jet match is required only where explicitly stated.
Table 7.1  Inclusive charm and jet(s)  cross section kinematic region.
At  the hadron level,  the D*  meson is  used  as input into  the jet  finder therefore 
a D*-tagged jet  to be identified unambiguously.  The definition of the cross section 
events with a D* from both c-quark and 5-quark decays.
allowing
includes
1427.2  The unfolding method
7.2  The unfolding method
The data were initially compared to the MC simulation in shape and found to generally agree 
well for the all kinematic quantities.  The is higher in the data than the MC  due to not  all 
the  background  processes  being simulated  in the MC.  Since  H erwig  gives  a better  overall 
description of the data than  P ythia,  it was chosen as the primary MC generator to correct 
the data.  The cross sections for a given observable Y were determined using
do  N
dY  ~  A C -B A Y '
where N is the number of D * events in a bin of size AY, A is the acceptance  (which takes 
into account migrations and efficiencies for that bin)  and C is the integrated luminosity.  The 
product,  B,  of the  appropriate  branching  fractions  for  the  D *  and  D°  was  set  to  (2.57 ± 
0.06)%  [67].  The same  unfolding method was used for both inclusive jet  and dijet  analyses 
(see section 8).
7.3  Measurement of d a /d E ^
The mass peaks  for the data and HERWIG  MC  are  shown  in  appendix A  (section  17),  for 
do  I  dEjf.
The cross sections do/dEj? in different regions of rpet are shown in (fig. 7.1) for all jets and 
in  (fig.  7.2)  for D*-tagged and untagged jets.  The measurements have a harder spectrum as 
rfe t increases.
7.4  Measurement of da/drfet
The cross sections do/drfet in different regions of E ^  are shown in (fig. 7.3) for all jets and in 
(fig. 7.4) for D*-tagged and untagged jets.  Due to the requirement |r)D  | < 1.5, the D*-tagged 
jet is centered around 0 and falls off rapidly at large rf61.  The advantage of reconstructing jets 
is observed in the untagged-jet distribution where a significant cross section is measured up to 
rfet = 2.4.
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Figure 7.1  Cross section dcr/dEj? for jets in events (dots)  containing at least one D* meson 
for different regions in rfet.  The comparison is made to massive QCD predictions 
with (solid line) and without (dotted line) hadronisation corrections applied.  The 
theoretical  uncertainties  (hatched band)  come from the simultaneous  change in 
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Figure 7.2  Cross section da/dE ^ for D*-tagged jets and untagged jets (dots).  The compari­
son is made to massive QCD predictions with (solid line) and without (dotted line) 
hadronisation corrections  applied.  The theoretical uncertainties  (hatched band) 
come from the simultaneous change in the scale and in the charm mass.  For the 
other jet distribution,  the massless QCD predictions are shown with  (solid line) 
and  without  (dotted  line)  hadronisation  corrections  applied.  The uncertainties 
(hatched band)  come from the changed renormalisation and factorisation scales. 































7.4  Measurement of do/drfet
ZEUS
EJ y‘>6 GeV ZEUS (prel.) 98-00
Jet energy scale uncertainty
NLO QCD (massive)
NLO QCD (massive) (8 >  had. 
    Beauty
6<EJ t' <9 GeV  . EJ j ‘>9 GeV
Figure 7.3  Cross section do/dr^et for jets in events  (dots)  containing at least one D* meson 
for different regions in E The comparison is made to massive QCD predictions 
with (solid line) and without (dotted line) hadronisation corrections applied.  The 
theoretical  uncertainties  (hatched  band)  come from the simultaneous  change  in 
the scale  and  in  the charm mass.  The beauty  component  is  also shown  (lower 
histogram).
1467.5  Measurement of do/dE ^  and do/difet  in regions of pj.*
7.5  Measurement of dcr/dE^  and  da/difet  in  regions of Pt
Measurements  of dcr/dEj/  and  do/dr/et  in  regions of p are  shown  in  (fig.  7.5)  compared 
to the massive NLO prediction.  The data and NLO are compatible within the experimental 
and theoretical uncertainties although the relative normalisation of the two changes with p . 
Similar conclusions on the normalisation were seen for inclusive D* measurements  [26].  How­
ever, no difference in shape is observed as a function of r/et as was observed as a function r]D*. 
The 5-quark contribution is large for low p /f  and high Ej?.
7.6  Measurement of dcr/dx^s(D*, untagged jet)
In order to be sensitive to higher-order effects,  and distinguish between direct-enriched  and 
resolved-enriched regions, the variable x?/s(D*, untagged jet) was constructed [10], in an anal­
ogous way to the ‘traditional’ x°bs  [35].  The variable has the advantage of being calculable in 
the massless scheme.  In addition it takes  advantage of increased statistics  by requiring only 
one high E ^  jet.  Using the D* meson and untagged jet, the quantity £°bs(D*, untagged jet) 
is given by:
£)*  rjD*  .  T^I(untagged  jet)  ^(untagged  jet)
x°hs(D*, untagged jet) =  T  p------------------------  •   (7.1)
The jet was required not to be associated to the D*  meson.  If there were more than one 
such jet  in  the  event,  the  highest  E ^   was  used.  In  (fig.  7.6)  the  measured  cross  section 
do/dx?/s(D*, untagged jet)  is  compared to  both the massless  and massive predictions.  The 
upper  bound  of the  massive  prediction  gives  a  good  description  of the  data;  the  massless 































7.6  Measurement  of  do/d x untagged jet)
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Figure 7.4  Cross section da/dr^et for D*-tagged jets and untagged jets (dots).  The compari­
son is made to massive QCD predictions with (solid line) and without (dotted line) 
hadronisation corrections  applied.  The theoretical  uncertainties  (hatched band) 
come from the simultaneous change in the scale and in the charm mass.  For the 
other jet distribution, the massless QCD predictions are shown with  (solid line) 
and  without  (dotted  line)  hadronisation  corrections  applied.  The  uncertainties 
(hatched  band)  come  from  the  change  renormalisation  and  factorisation  scales. 
The beauty component is also shown (lower histogram).
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Figure 7.5  Cross sections  d o / d E and  do/dr^et  in bins of p%* ■   The data  (solid dots)  are 
compared to the massive QCD predictions with  (solid line)  and without  (dotted 
line)  hadronisation  corrections  applied.  The  theoretical  uncertainties  (hatched 
band)  come from the simultaneous  change  in the scale  and in the charm mass. 



















7.6  Measurement of da/dx?^ (D*, untagged jet)
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Figure 7.6  Inclusive jet cross section da/ dz°bs(D*, untagged jet) for the events containing a 
D* meson not associated with a jet.  The data (solid dots) are compared to (a) the 
massive QCD predictions with (solid line) and without (dotted line) hadronisation 
corrections applied.  The theoretical uncertainties  (hatched band)  come from the 
simultaneous  change  in  the  scale  and  in  the  charm  mass.  In  (b)  the  data  are 
compared to the massless QCD predictions shown with  (solid line)  and without 
(dotted line) hadronisation corrections applied.  The uncertainties (hatched band) 
come from the change in the renormalisation and factorisation scales.  The beauty 
component is also shown (lower histogram)  details given in text.  In (c)  the data 
are compared to Herwig  (solid line)  and P ythia  (dashed line)  MC predictions 
normalised to the data.  The predicted Herwig direct and resolved contributions 
are also shown.
1508  Charm & dijets
In this chapter the dijet cross section measurements are shown and compared to NLO  QCD 
predictions and HERWIG and PYTHIA LO+PS models.
A dijet sample of D* photoproduction may also be used to study higher-order QCD radiation 
effects.  Dijet distributions were investigated  previously  [26,  70].  Additional correlations be­
tween the two jets of highest transverse energy, namely the difference in azimuthal angle, A<^J, 
and the transverse momentum of the dijet system, pj*, are particularly sensitive to higher-order 
effects  and  are presented here.  For  the leading order  (LO)  2  — > •   2  process,  the two jets  are 
produced back-to-back  with  A<^  =  7r  and  =  0.  Large deviations  from these values  are 
due to higher-order  QCD  radiation effects.  In charm photoproduction,  the resolved  process 
has  more  QCD  radiation  in  the  initial  state  than  for  the  direct  process,  this  is  due  to  the 
photo interacting directly with the parton in the proton in direct precesses,  while in resolved 
processes,  the photon  acts  as  a source of partons  such  that  partons  from both  photon  and 
proton participate  in  the  hard scatter.  Hence measurement  of these  correlations  for  direct- 
and resolved-enriched samples provides a test of higher-order effects.
8.1  Definition of the cross sections
Dijet cross sections with a D* meson in the final state are measured as a function of da/dx7, 
dajdmii, da/dp^, da/dpj,\ and dcr/dA ^, in both direct-enriched (x7 > 0.75) and resolved- 
enriched (x7 < 0.75 )  all within the kinematic region summarised in the Table. 8.1.
1518.2  Measurement of do/ dx1, do/dmJi , do/dp1/  and do/dp^J, and do / d  A ft  i
Q2 < 1 GeV2 
130 < W1P < 280 GeV 
p tf  > 3 GeV 
[77^* | < 1.5 
E^ 1 > 7 GeV k  E%t2  > 6 GeV 
-1.5 < 7?jetl’jet2  < 2.4
Table 8.1  Dijet jet cross section kinematic region.
8.2  Measurement of da/dxlf da/dmda/dp,and  da/dp^\  and 
da  /dAfti
Figure 8.1a shows the dijet cross section as a function of rr°bs.  The massive prediction gives a 
good description for :r°bs > 0.75 by its central value, while underestimating the measurement 
for :r°bs  <  0.75.  In  (fig.  8.1),  the cross sections  as  a function of Aft*,  pj,*  and  M**  are also 
shown.  For  Aft*  there is agreement  between  data and the NLO  prediction  at large  angular 
separation,  but at smaller  Aft*  values the NLO prediction underestimates the data.  This is 
correlated with the agreement and disagreement at low and high pj? values, respectively.  The 
distribution in dijet invariant mass is described well by the upper NLO prediction as was the 
case for the inclusive jet cross sections.
8.3  Measurement of da/dm™,  for x1 > 0.75  (direct-enriched)  and 
x1 < 0.75  (resolved-enriched)
The  cross  section  do/dM**  in  (fig.  8.2)  is  described  well  by  the  upper  bound  of the  NLO 











































8.3  Measurement of da/dm™, for x*, > 0.75  (direct-enriched) and
:e7 < 0.75  (resolved-enriched)
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Figure 8.1  Dijet  cross sections  (a)  do/dx^s,  (b)  d c r / d A (c)  da/d(pfy) 2  and  (d)  do/dm]] 
for the data (solid dots)  compared to massive QCD predictions with  (solid line) 
and without  (dotted line)  hadronisation corrections applied.  The theoretical un­
certainties (hatched band) come from the simultaneous change in the scale and in 





























8.3  Measurement of dcr/dm™, for x^ >0.75  (direct-enriched) and
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Figure 8.2  Cross section for do/dM]] separated into (a) and (c) direct enriched (x°bs > 0.75) 
and  (b)  and  (d)  resolved enriched  (x°j°s  < 0.75).  The data (solid dots)  are com­
pared  (a)  and  (b)  to  the  massive  QCD  prediction  with  (solid  line)  and  with­
out  (dotted line)  hadronisation corrections applied.  The theoretical uncertainties 
(hatched band) come from the simultaneous change in the scale and in the charm 
mass.  The beauty component is also shown (lower histogram).  The data are also 
compared (c) and (d) with HERWIG (solid line) and PYTHIA (dashed line) MC 
predictions normalised to the data by a factor.
1548.4  Measurement of do/dp^^  and do/dAcfji, for x7 > 0.75  (direct-enriched) and x1 < 0.75
(resolved-enriched  )
8.4  Measurement of da/dp^  and  da/dA<\P\  for x1 > 0.75 
(direct-enriched)  and  x1 < 0.75  (resolved-enriched)
The cross sections d o /d A ^  (see fig. 8.5), do/dpj) and dcr/dp!j,  (see fig. 8.3) and (fig. 8.4)  are 
reasonably well reproduced by the NLO prediction for x°hs  > 0.75 although the data exhibit 
a somewhat harder distribution.  For a?°bs  < 0.75, the data exhibit a harder spectrum than for 
:r°bs > 0 .75 due to the additional radiation expected from the photon remnant in the resolved- 
enriched sample.  The NLO prediction does not reproduce this effect  and has a significantly 
softer  distribution  compared  to  the  data  for  the  cross  sections  both  as  a function  of 
pj!and p!/.  The predictions  from the  PYTHIA  MC  reproduce neither  the  shape nor the 
normalisation of the data for low and high x°bs.  However, the predictions from the HERWIG 
MC give an excellent description of the shapes of all distributions, although the normalisation 
is underestimated by a factor of 2.5.  This indicates that the NLO  QCD calculation requires 


































8.4  Measurement of do/dp^^  and do/dA fti, for x1 > 0.75  (direct-enriched) and x1 < 0.75
(resolved-enriched)
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Figure 8.3  Cross section for do/d(pj,)2 separated into (a) and (c) direct enriched (x°bs > 0.75) 
and  (b)  and  (d)  resolved enriched  (x ^   < 0.75).  The data (solid dots)  are com­
pared  (a)  and  (b)  to  the  massive  QCD  prediction  with  (solid  line)  and  with­
out (dotted line)  hadronisation corrections applied.  The theoretical uncertainties 
(hatched band) come from the simultaneous change in the scale and in the charm 
mass.  The beauty component is also shown (lower histogram).  The data are also 
compared (c) and (d) with HERWIG (solid line) and PYTHIA (dashed line) MC 
predictions normalised to the data by a factor.
1568.4  Measurement of do/dp^^  and dcr/dAfti, for x1 > 0.75  (direct-enriched) and x1 < 0.75
(resolved-enriched)
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Figure 8.4  Cross section for do/d(pQ) separated into (a) and (c) direct enriched (ar°bs > 0.75) 
and  (b)  and (d) resolved enriched (xf*38 < 0.75).  The data (solid dots)  are com­
pared  (a)  and  (b)  to  the  massive  QCD  prediction  with  (solid  line)  and  with­
out (dotted line) hadronisation corrections applied.  The theoretical uncertainties 
(hatched band) come from the simultaneous change in the scale and in the charm 
mass.  The beauty component is also shown (lower histogram).  The data are also 
compared (c) and (d) with HERWIG (solid line) and PYTHIA (dashed line) MC 
predictions normalised to the data by a factor.
1578.4  Measurement of da/dp^-’  and da/dA fti, for x7 > 0.75  (direct-enriched) and x7 < 0.75
(resolved-enriched  )
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Figure 8.5  Cross section for da/dA(f$ separated into (a) and (c) direct enriched (a;7bs > 0.75) 
and  (b)  and  (d)  resolved enriched  (x7bs < 0.75).  The data (solid dots)  are com­
pared  (a)  and  (b)  to  the  massive  QCD  prediction  with  (solid  line)  and  with­
out (dotted line) hadronisation corrections applied.  The theoretical uncertainties 
(hatched band) come from the simultaneous change in the scale and in the charm 
mass.  The beauty component is also shown (lower histogram).  The data are also 
compared (c) and (d) with HERWIG (solid line) and PYTHIA (dashed line) MC 
predictions normalised to the data by a factor.
1589  Results & discussions
Differential inclusive jet cross sections for events containing D* have been measured with the 
ZEUS detector in the kinematic region; Q2  <  1 GeV2,  130 < W1V < 280 GeV, pjT  > 3 GeV, 
\rjD*\  <  1.5,  Ej?  > 6 GeV and  — 1.5 < 7^et  <  2.4.  The measurements are compared to NLO 
QCD predictions in the massive and massless schemes.  Both calculations show similar trends 
and  reasonable  agreement  for  all  measured  cross  sections.  This  is  achieved  only  with  the 
addition of hadronisation corrections to the upper limit of the theoretical predictions.  Dijet 
correlation cross sections da/dM]]  and da/dx°bs are described well by the massive NLO QCD 
prediction,  although again the data tends to agree better with the upper bound of the NLO 
calculation.  In  contrast,  cross  sections  da/dA(f)jj  and  da/dp^  show  a large  deviation  from 
the massive NLO  QCD  prediction  at  low  A0jj  and  high pj,.  This  discrepancy  is  enhanced 
for the resolved-enriched  (x°bs < 0.75)  sample.  These regions are expected to be particularly 
sensitive to higher-order effects,  due to the photon behaving as a source of partons and from 
higher-order  radiative  processes  that  dominate  the  resolved-enriched  region.  The  Herwig 
MC model which incorporates leading-order matrix elements, followed by parton showers and 
hadronisation describes the shape of the measurements well.  This indicates that for the precise 
description of charm dijet  photoproduction,  higher-order calculations or the implementation 
of additional parton showers in current NLO calculations are needed.
15910  The upgrade of HERA II
10.1  The  HERA  collider upgrade
Table 10.1 shows the design parameters for HERA I compared to HERA II. The main difference 
is the increase in luminosity from the year 2000 by a factor of 5,  as well as the particle beam 
sizes being reduced in order to attain this luminosity goal.
Design 2000 Upgrade
Center of mass energy [GeV] 300 318 318
Luminosity  [cm_2sec_1] 1.6-1031 1.5 •  1031 7.0 •  1031
Max.  number of bunches (both for leptons and protons) 210 210 180
Ie  (mA) 60 60 60
Ip (mA) 160 160 140
Particles per lepton bunch 3.65 •  1010 3.65 •  1010 4.18 •  1010
Particles per proton bunch 1011 1011 1011
Lepton beam width (crx mm) 0.286 0.286 0.118
Proton beam width (crx mm) 0.280 0.280 0.118
Lepton beam height  (< ry mm) 0.060 0.060 0.032
Proton beam height  (ay mm) 0.058 0.058 0.032
Table 10.1  HERA’s design parameters for the upgrade data taking period.
16010.1  The HERA collider upgrade
10.1.1  The  HERA  luminosity  upgrade
The main goal of the HERA II project was to maximise luminosity with a goal of achieving 
1 fb-1 by 2005.  In order to do this many systems in HERA had to be upgraded as well as the 
interaction regions at  ZEUS  and HI.  This was a major task,  and took 2 years to complete. 
Unfortunately  there  were  unforeseen  problems  after  HERA  was  turned  back  on  leading  to 
extra simulation, understanding and isolation of these problems in order to be able to run the 
HERA machine and detectors.  Some of these problems are discussed in (section  10.1.2).
Figure 10.1 shows the delivered/gated luminosity for HERA II and the comparison for the 
HERA I period of data taking.  One goal which has already been achieved is that there are 
more electron-proton interactions recorded in HERA II than in HERA I.
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Figure 10.1  The delivered luminosity is shown in the left hand plot for the HERA II upgrade 
02-05  data compared  to  HERA  I  95-00  data.  The  right  hand  plot  shows  the 
gated luminosity at ZEUS for the 02-05 data set.
10.1.2  The  major problems encountered  in  the  ZEUS  interaction  region
The  main  sources  of trouble  within  the  ZEUS  interaction  region  were  from  off-momentum 
positrons and synchrotron radiation from the positron beam.  Problems encountered from the 
proton beam were mainly due to the bad vacuum conditions which over time would improve. 
Figure 10.2 shows the ZEUS background as measured by the current in the CTD, as a function 
of time and the positron current  (7e).  The CTD currents shown in  (fig.  10.2)  are intergrated
16110.1  The HERA collider upgrade
over all the sense wires in each superlayer of each quadrant, and is meausred in 0.1/i A.  This 
is dependent upon the gain it is not a universal quantity.  Superlayer one currents for all four 
quadrents are show in (fig.  10.2).  In order for smooth running conditions at ZEUS, the CTD 
current had to be kept below a certain threshold above which the CTD would trip and stop 
the data taking  [71].  The present  running conditions  are  approximately the same  as  those 
shown in (fig.  10.2) shown for May 22nd, allowing for full currents in the machine without the 
CTD reaching trip threshold.
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Figure  10.2  The  ZEUS background  parameterised as a function of positron current  Ie  and 
current measured within the CTD.
Another important part of the re-design was improvement of the collimators, in which there 
was  a major  source of secondary scatters,  causing large  multiplicities  within the  CTD  and 
raising the standing current in the chamber.  Figure  10.3 shows the location of the magnets 
and collimators around the ZEUS interaction piont (IP).
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Figure  10.3  The design of the positron orbit and its  lOcr envelope,  with the beam-pipe and 
collimators.  The magnets  closest  to the  ZEUS  interaction  point  (IP)  are  also 
shown  in  their  z  positions  along the  beam  line.  Note  the  highly exaggerated 
y-axis scale.
10.1.3  e-gas  &  p-gas  background
Bremsstrahlung of the beam off the residual gas is the source of off-momentum positrons being 
bent into the detector  (shown in fig.  10.4)  by the final focusing and bending magnets.  These 
off-momentum positrons collide inside the detector  and generate a background in the CTD. 
This  background  can  be  reduced  by  decreasing  the  amount  of material  close  to  the  beam 
and  improving the vacuum  pressure.  At  small  positron  currents  the  contribution  from off- 
momentum positrons to the positron-beam backgrounds in the CTD current was estimated to 
be 15 to 20%.  Studies were carried out to see what kind of improvement was needed in order 
to run the CTD without reaching CTD current trip threshold.  It was found that a factor of 10 
improvement  was necessary in the positron-beam background,  due to synchrotron  radiation 
and off-momentum positrons [72].
Proton-beam gas interactions occurring upstream of the ZEUS detector was the main source 
of background.  Again like the positron-beam gas a solution would be to reduce the amount of 
material close to the beam.  The effect of reducing the thickness of collimators was studied and
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Figure  10.4  An off-momentum positron as seen within the ZEUS detector.
found to only have a small contribution to the CTD current from the proton-beam background. 
Most of the improvement was due to the bad vacuum conditions which changed  dynamically 
from the IP. The improvement factor for the proton-beam was estimated at a factor of 20 so as 
to be able to run at full currents without the CTD reaching its current trip threshold.  The only 
action available was to run the machine with steadily increasing current in the positron-beam 
in order to condition the vacuum, as well as a redesign of the collimator systems near to ZEUS 
to reduce the particle background.
10.2  The detector components  upgrade in  ZEUS
Figure  10.5  shows  the  ZEUS  detector  with  an  exploded  view  of the  detector  components 
installed in the upgrade phase.  The straw tube tracker  (STT)  was one of these components 
designed  to  significantly  improve  the  track  finding  efficiency  in  the  forward  region  of  the 
detector.  The STT will cover a polar angle range of 5° -  25°,  consisting of straw drift tube 
layers grouped into wedge shaped sectors.  There are four superlayers with a sector containing 
194 or 266 straws.  The precision of an individual straw is accurate to within 200 pm giving a 
resolution of distance of closest approach to a wire of 180 —  220pm.
The micro vertex  detector  (MVD)  is  described in  more  detail  in  (section  10.3)  and  (sec­
tion 10.3.1).
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Figure  10.5  The ZEUS detector, with the upgraded parts of the detector shown.
10.3  The ZEUS  Micro Vertex  Detector  (MVD)
The MVD,  installed  in  2001  during the  upgrade shutdown  is designed  to  improve  tracking 
capabilities allowing for secondary vertex tagging of long lived particles  and a better vertex 
resolution.  The  MVD  has  the  design  characteristics  of covering  a  polar  angular  coverage 
between  10°  and  150°,  at least  20 fim hit resolution for normal incident tracks,  a two track 
separation resolution of 200 /im, a single hit efficiency of 99%.  When including dead regions 
and  geometry,  the effective  efficiency  is  better  than  95%  with noise occupancy  better  than 
10“ 3 .
10.3.1  Detector specifications
The MVD is split mechanically into the barrel region (BMVD)  and forward region  (FMVD). 
Figure 10.6
The MVD supports 712  single sided silicon  strip detectors  (sensors).  In  the barrel MVD 
(BMVD) 600 silicon sensors (with size 6.4 cm x 6.4 cm x 300/ira)  are mounted in three layers 
around the beam pipe.  The closest  position measurement to the interaction point has been 
reduced from 18 cm (most inner layer central tracking detector (CTD)) to 4 cm.  In the forward
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MVD  (FMVD)  112 wedge shaped sensors are mounted on 4 disks.  Each sensor can measure 
the position of a charged particle with a precision of 20fim in the direction perpendicular to 
the strips.
In order to align the MVD cosmic ray muon events were taken, which pass through the ZEUS 
detector.  Low  multiplicity  high  momentum  tracks  are  reconstructed  allowing  for  a  precise 
determination of the detector.  In order to gain improvement in the alignment the number of 
cosmic  ray muon events  taken  has to  be increased,  or the selection  of high  momentum low 
multiplicity events can be used during physics running to increase statistics.  The analysis in 
chapter 11 uses the first set of alignment parameters determined from approximately lOOfc of 
cosmic ray events giving the MVD hit residuals as shown in table 10.2  [73].
mean [ fim ] c r  [ fim ]
£ hits 1 34
r(f>  hits 7 53
forward wheel hits -40 63
Table 10.2  MVD hit residual results for cosmic ray muon events.
The current alignment  also gives a resolution on the beam spot of crx ~ 150 fim and oy ~ 
140 fim, which was determined by distribution of all primary vertices during a run, (fig. 11.2) 
shows the distribution of the beam spots during the 03-04 running phase for all physics runs 
taken at ZEUS.
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Figure  10.6  The  layout  of the  MVD  in  the  xy  plane on  the  top  and  the  zy  plane on  the 
bottom.
16711  HERA II and tagging of heavy meson decays
The D± meson has a mass of 1.869 GeV and the lifetime is relatively long:  cr = 315/im  [56].
The methods described below will be extended in the future to tag many other charm or 
beauty hadrons, leading to more data on, and hopefully more understanding of, the production 
and dynamics of heavy quarks from the ZEUS HERA-II data.
11.1  Triggering on  D  mesons after the  upgrade
In order to be able to trigger more efficiently on D mesons and other heavy flavour decays a 
new trigger system known  as the global tracking trigger  (GTT)  [74,  75,  76,  77]  was set  up. 
This fits into the trigger system at the second level.  It has the ability to combine tracks,  to 
make mass peaks using a fast track reconstruction, and can use the MVD information in the 
reconstruction of tracks.  Logic similar to existing triggers was used in order to maintain high 
efficiency in selecting D meson events while keeping the rate low.  In the future the tagging of 
D mesons will be possible using the GTT. An example of tagging particles using the GTT is 
shown in (fig.  11.1)  where the J/'ip meson is reconstructed online.  This is a simple case with 
low track multiplicity allowing for tracking studies to be performed and optimised algorithms 
to be designed for the more complicated D meson decays.
11.1.1  Selecting  D±  events
The D± decay to three charged particles was studied:  D± — >  K
The selection of events for the reconstruction of D± is described in this section.  Two samples 
were chosen, sample (A) which is the selection of DIS events only [73] and sample (B) a mixture 
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Figure 11.1  J/i\) reconstructed from online tracks using the global tracking trigger.
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A.  DIS selection
The deep inelastic scattering selection is based by the identification of a clearly measured 
scattered positron in the CAL.  The selection follows a similar strategy to that used in 
the inclusive neutral current analysis of the HERA-I data  [78].  Events are selected and 
backgrounds  are  reduced  if Ee   >  8 GeV,  38  <  E -  Pz  <  65 GeV,  P^AL/E^ 1  <  0.7, 
yJpcO'l/Ecal  <  3  an(j  a  “box-cut”  on the RCAL face  of  |x|  >  13 cm  and  \y\  >  10 cm. 
The advantage  of this selection  is that  the events  are triggered  during data taking on 
the presence of the scattered positron.  Hence, no selection has to be done on the tracks. 
The D±  can be reconstructed to much lower transverse momentum  (p t )-  This sample 
consist of 9.8 pb-1 of data.
B.  Inclusive selection
This selection includes all events on tape.  Due to the large photoproduction rate a much 
higher  cut  is  placed  on  the  transverse  momentum  of the  tracks  in  the  trigger.  This 
sample consists of 15pb-1 of data.
11.1.2  Reconstruction  and tagging of the  D±  meson
The strategy to  tag  the  is  the same  for  both  event  selections,  except  that  some of the 
individual cuts are different.
The DIS sample (sample A) is discussed with the differences between sample A and sample 
B indicated later.
In each event  all track pairs with equal charge and a third track with opposite charge are 
combined  to  form  the  meson  candidates.  The pion  mass  is  assigned  to  the  two  tracks 
with equal charges  and the kaon  mass is assigned to the third track.  Subsequently,  the D± 
candidate invariant mass, M(Ktt7t) is calculated.  Only the tracks with transverse momentum 
larger than 0.4 GeV were selected.
Candidates with p >1.5 GeV and in the invariant mass region between 1.6 GeV to 2.2 GeV 
were re-vertexed.  The D± vertex position is recalculated using only the three tracks from the 
decay of the D±.  The vertex re-fitted  tracks  are used to determine the D±  invariant  mass. 
The remaining tracks were input to the primary vertex algorithm with the beam spot as initial 
estimate.  Figure 11.2 shows the variation of the beam position from late 2003 until middle of 
2004,  the error is the o coming from a Gaussian fit to the vertex position run by run.  The
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result is a new re-fitted primary vertex position.  The distance between the D± vertex and the 
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Figure 11.2  The beam spots as a function of ZEUS run number, from 03-04,  for x,y, and z 
vertex positions determined from the spread of primary vertices during a recorded 
run.
The signed decay length I is defined as:
I = |Z|sign(Z -pD±), (11.1)
with f = s -p, p is the position vector of the primary vertex, s that of the secondary and pD±  
is the re-fitted momentum vector of the D±.  In the case I is positive (negative) the decay is in
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front  (behind the vertex).  The uncertainty in the primary vertex and D± candidate position 
axe both described by a covariance  matrix.  The errors  (ovtx  and oD±  )  were  calculated  by 
projecting both covariance matrices on to the decay vector.  The decay length significance is 
defined as:
Sl = L/c t l ,  (1 1 -2 )
where g\ = 0 ^  + 0 ^ .
The following selection was done to select good D± and to reduce combinatorial background.
•  To suppress the combinatorial background, a cut of cos Q*(K) > — 0.75 was imposed, 
where Q*(K) is the angle between the kaon in the K7r 7r  rest frame and the Kinr line of 
flight in the laboratory.  Furthermore for the D± was required that:
•  > 2.0 GeV ,
•  \v\ < 1-5 ,
•  The D± decay length error < jD± < 0.5 mm ,
•  The x2 probability P(x2) > 0-05 and
•  The radial decay length was defined as lxy = Zsin(0),  where 0 is the polar angle of the 
D± candidate.  Candidates were selected if:
\lxy\  < 5mm ,
\lxy\  > 1mm .
This  reduces  the  combinatorial  background  from  primary  vertex  tracks  [73].  Due  to 
the reconstruction of the decay distance being smeared due to the resolution of vertex 
finding, which is in the region of 200 —  500/im, a cut of \lxy \  > 1 mm was therefore applied 
to select a well understood region of reconstruction.  Effectively this results in a selection 
of beauty enriched D± mesons.
The next step was to study the significance Sl for the signal region 1.82 <  < 1.92
and select decays which are separated from the primary vertex.  To decide on the cut value one 
can compare with a side band sample or with the mirror image of the negative side of the decay 
length significance.  In contrast to the signal band sample, these samples are not expected to 
contain D± candidates.  For this sample (A)  the best signal was observed for Sl > 6.
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For the inclusive sample (sample B) the following selections were made:
•  Tracks were selected with pt > 0.8 GeV ,
•  at least 4 MVD hits on each track ,
•  Candidates were re-vertexed  if  |?7|  <  1.75  , pr{D±) >  3.7GeV  and  1.7  <  M(K7T 7t)  < 
2.1 GeV and
•  crl < 0.6 mm .
The significance calculated by taking track combinations around the region where the signal 
is expected,  1.845 < M(D±  <  1.905  GeV.  The optimal decay length significance cut turned 
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Figure  11.3  M^Kmr)  invariant mass distribution without the decay length significance cut.
The inclusive event  sample is used  (sample B,  in the text).  The data is fitted 
with a Gaussian for the signal and a first order polynomial for the background. 
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Figure  11.4  Significance Sl  =  ^  distribution for events within 1.845 < M(D± < 1.905 GeV 
range.  The inclusive event sample is used (sample B, in the text).  The selection 
cut indicated the one used to extract the signal seen in (fig. 11.5).
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Figure  11.5  M(KTrn)  invariant  mass distribution with decay length significance L/ol >  7.
The inclusive event  sample is used  (sample B,  in the text).  The data is fitted 
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Figure  11.6  M(Kmr)  invariant mass distribution with decay length significance L/ol  >  6.
The DIS event sample is used  (sample A, in the text).  The data is fitted with 
a Gaussian for the signal and a first order polynomial for the background.  The 
invariant mass distribution before the decay length significance cut is shown in 
the inserted plot.
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Figure  11.7  Event  display of a DIS  D+   candidate event.  Three of the tracks combine to a 
secondary vertex  D+   candidate.  Unfortunately  also  a fourth  track fits  to  the 
secondary  vertex.  The  large  decay  length  means  that  this  is  almost  certainly 
from a beauty decay.
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11.2  Upgrade  potential  summary
The results shown are first from the inclusive sample  (sample B)  and then a result is shown 
from the DIS sample (sample A).
Figure  11.3 shows the invariant  mass distribution M(Kmr)  for the inclusive data sample. 
The distribution is made after all selections are made except the decay length significance cut 
(/Sx).  The data is fitted with  a Gaussian for the signal and a first order polynomial for the 
background.  This will be the same in the following invariant mass plots.  The fit gave a signal 
of 417 ±195 D±5 s.
Figure 11.4 shows the significance distribution  (again for sample B)for the track combina­
tions  in the mass range  1.845  <  <  1.905 GeV.  An excess  can  be observed on  the
positive side of the distribution indicating the presence of long-lived decays.
For light flavours this distribution is expected to be symmetric, and for beauty it is expected 
to be even more asymmetric.  The feature at  low values of significance can be attributed to 
miss matching of primary and secondary vertices.
Figure 11.5 shows the mass distribution after the significance cut of Sl > 7.0 is applied.  A 
clear peak corresponding to  151 ± 28  D±  mesons is observed  at  the  D^  mass with a width 
compatible with the detector resolution.
The DIS  signal  selection  (fig.  11.6)  has  the  advantage  of having  a looser  signal  selection 
than  for  the  inclusive  case,  due  to  the  lower  average  track  multiplicity  in  DIS  events  and 
there being no pre-selection of D± mesons.  The inclusive selection is predominantly triggered 
by  algorithms  that  reconstruct  the  D±  mesons  online.  Figure  11.6  shows  the  results  from 
the  DIS  sample  before  and  after  a  significance  cut  is  applied.  Without  a  significance  cut, 
the fit gives 712 ± 260 D±  candidates.  After a significance cut of 6 is applied,  again a clear 
peak corresponding to 191 ± 33 D± mesons is observed at the correct mass and with a width 
compatible with the detector resolution.  This cut reduces the combinatorial background by a 
factor of 45, while reducing the signal by a factor of 2.7.
Figure  11.7  shows  an  example  DIS  event  from the  D±  candidate  sample.  The  scattered 
positron is separated from the other tracks.  The three tracks that fit to the secondary vertex 
combine to make the D+  candidate with p =5.1 GeV.
This  is  the  first  time  that  D±  mesons  have  been  tagged  within  the  ZEUS  micro  vertex 
detector, showing the possibility to identifying long lived decays.
17912  Summary & Outlook
Inclusive jet  cross sections  in photoproduction for events  containing a D*  meson  have been 
measured with the ZEUS detector at HERA using an integrated luminosity of 78.6 pb_1.  The 
events were required to have a virtuality of the incoming photon, Q2, of less than 1 GeV2, and 
a photon-proton centre-of-mass energy in the range 130 < W1 P  < 280 GeV.  The measurements 
are compared with next-to-leading-order  (NLO)  QCD calculations.  Good agreement is found 
with the NLO  calculations over  most of the measured kinematic region.  Requiring a second 
jet  in the event  allowed  a more detailed  comparison with  QCD  calculations.  The measured 
dijet  cross  sections  are  also  compared  to  Monte  Carlo  (MC)  predictions  which  incorporate 
leading-order matrix elements, followed by parton showers and hadronisation.  The NLO QCD 
predictions are in general agreement with the data although differences have been isolated to 
regions where extra parton radiation is present.  The MC models give a better description of 
the shape of the measured cross sections.
mesons  in  the  three  body  decay  have  been  tagged  in  the  ZEUS
microvertex detector for the first time, establishing that these new techniques can be used to 
select samples of such mesons in order pin down the production dynamics and to make direct 
measurements of these particles at HERA.
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In this appendix the mass peaks are shown for the inclusive cross sections dcr/dE^ 1 fig. 17.1(13.2), 
and in subregions of rpet:
-1.5 < rfet < -0.5 fig.17.2(13.4),
-0.5 < rfet < 0.5 fig.17.3(13.6),
0.5 < rfet < 1.5 fig.l7.4(13.8),  1.5 < r?et < 2.4 fig.l7.5(13.10)  for data(HERWIG MC).
Mass peaks are shown for tagged(untagged) inclusive cross sections da/dE^ fig. 17.9(17.13), 
fig.13.18(13.26)  and for the cross sections dcr/drfet in regions of £^et:
EJ Tet > 6 GeV fig.  17.10(17.14),fig.l3.20(13.28),
6 < EJ Tet < 9 GeV fig.  17.11(17.15),fig.l3.22(13.30),
EJ Tet > 9 GeV fig.  17.12(17.16),fig.l3.24(17.16).
The mass peaks for the inclusive cross sections da/drfet are show in fig. 17.6(13.12),fig.17.7(13.14), 
fig.l7.8(13.16)
The  mass  peaks  for  the  inclusive  cross  sections  da/drfet  are  show  in  fig.  17.6(13.12), 
fig.l7.7(13.14),fig. 17.8(13.16).
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Figure  13.1  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do  jdEjf* in the 
range  —1.5  <  rfet <  2.4 for  1998-2000  data 78p£>-1.  (a)  goes  from the lowest 
E^ 1 bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.2  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE ^ in the
range — 1.5 < rpet < 2.4 for 886p6-1  of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest
E \f bin to (d) the highest.
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13.0.2  dxr/dEp*  Mass  Peaks,  —1.5 < rfet < — 0.5
Figure  13.3  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section d o /d E in the 
range  —1.5 < rfet  <  — 0.5 for  1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the lowest 
E p 1 , bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.4  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dEp1  in the
range —1.5 < r?et < — 0.5 for 886p6_1 of HERWIG MC. (a) goes from the lowest
Ep1  bin to (d) the highest.
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13.0.3  do/dESjf*  Mass  Peaks,  — 0.5 < rfet < 0.5
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Figure  13.5  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE3 ^ 1 in the 
range  — 0.5  <  rpet <  0.5  for  1998-2000  data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes  from the  lowest 
Ejf4  bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.6  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE ^ in the
range —  0.5 < rfet < 0.5 for 886p5_1  of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest
E ^ 1  bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.7  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE^et in the 
range 0.5 < rfet < 1.5 for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.   (a)  goes from the lowest E^et 
bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.8  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section d o / d E in the
range 0.5  <  rfe t  <1.5  for 886pb~Y   of HERWIG  MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest
E bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.9  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE!j?  in the 
range 1.5 < rpet < 2.4 for 1998-2000 data 78p6-1.  (a) goes from the lowest E3 7,ct 
bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.10  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dEijf* in the
range  1.5 < rfe t < 2.4 for 886p6_1  of HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest
E£et bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.11  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dojdrfet in the 
range E\f* > 6 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the lowest E^ 1 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.12  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/drfet in the 
range  > 6 GeV for 886pb~x  of HERWIG MC. (a) goes from the lowest E3 ^ 1 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.13  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/drfet in the 
range 6 <  E^et  < 9 GeV for  1998-2000 data 78p6-1.  (a)  goes from the lowest 
E^f bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.14  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/drfet in the 
range 6 < E ^  < 9 GeV for 886pb~l of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest 
EJ j, ct bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.15  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/drfet in the 
range E > 9 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the lowest E£et 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.16  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/drpet in the 
range E^ 1 > 9 GeV for 886p6-1 of HERWIG MC. (a) goes from the lowest 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section d o /d E in the range 
— 1.5 < rfet < 2.4 for 1998-2000 data 78pb-1.  (a) goes from the lowest E3 ^ 1 bin 
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Figure  13.18  Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section do/dE'j? in the range
— 1.5 < rfet < 2.4 for 886p£>-1  of HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest E 3 ^ 1
bin to (d) the highest.13  Appendix A : Inclusive jet cross section mass peaks




Figure  13.19  Mass peaks for each bin of the untagged  D* jet  cross section  do/drfet  in the 
range E^ 1 > 6 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.   (a)  goes from the lowest rfet 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.20  Mass peaks for each bin of the untagged  D* jet  cross section  do/drpet  in the 
range E3 Tet > 6 GeV for 88§pb~l of HERWIG MC. (a) goes from the lowest rfet 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.21  Mass peaks for each  bin of the untagged  D* jet  cross section  do/drfet  in the 
range 6 < E£et  < 9 GeV for 1998-2000  data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the lowest 
rfet bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.22  Mass peaks for each bin of the untagged  D* jet  cross section  da/dr)iet  in the 
range 6 < E ^  < 9 GeV for 886ph_1 of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest 
rfet bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.23  Mass peaks for each bin of the untagged D* jet cross section do/drpet  in the 
range E^ 1 > 9 GeV for  1998-2000  data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the lowest rfet 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.24  Mass  peaks for each bin of the untagged  D* jet  cross section  da/drfet  in the 
range E£ct > 9 GeV for 886p6_1 of HERWIG MC. (a) goes from the lowest rpet 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.25  Mass peaks for each bin of the untagged D* jet cross section d c r/d E in the 
range  —1.5  < rfet <  2.4 for  1998-2000  data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the lowest 
E^et bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.26  Mass peaks for each bin of the untagged D* jet  cross section d c r /d E in the
range —1.5 < rfet < 2.4 for 886pb~l  of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest
bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.27  Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section do/drfet in the range 
Ejf* > 6 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the lowest rfet bin to 
(h) the highest.
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Figure 13.28  Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section da/drfet in the range 
E3j , ct  > 6 GeV for 886pfr_1  of HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest rfet bin 
to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.29  Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section do/ drfet in the range 
6 < E3 ^ 1 < 9 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a) goes from the lowest rfet bin 
to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.30  Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section dcr/drfet in the range 
6 < E 3 Tet < 9 GeV for 88Qpb~l  of HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest rfet 
bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.31  Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D*  jet cross section dcr/drfet in the range 
E 3 Tet > 9 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78p6_1.  (a)  goes from the lowest rfet bin to 
(h) the highest.
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Figure 13.32  Mass peaks for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section do/drfet in the range 
E > 9 GeV for 886p6_1  of HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest  rfet bin 
to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.33  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dE'Jet in the 
range 3.0  <  Pif/t*  <  5.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the 
lowest E^ 1 bin to (d) the highest.
Figure  13.34  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dE^ in the
range 3.0  <  P®*  <  5.0  GeV for 886pir1 of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the
lowest Ejf* bin to (d) the highest.
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Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/drfet in the 
range 3.0  <  P®*  <  5.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78p5_1.  (a)  goes from the 
lowest vpet bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.36  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section da/drfet in the 
range 3.0  <  P®*  <  5.0  GeV for 886pb~l of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the 
lowest rfet bin to (h) the highest.
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Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dE'jf* in the 
range 5.0  <  Pj?*  <  8.0  GeV for  1998-2000  data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the 
lowest E3 ^ 1 bin to (d) the highest.
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Figure  13.38  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dE3 ^ 1  in the
range 5.0  <  P^*  <  8.0  GeV for 886pb~l of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the
lowest E'ijf* bin to  (d) the highest.
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Figure 13.39  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/drfiet in the 
range 5.0  <  P®*  <  8.0  GeV for  1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the 
lowest rfet bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.40  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/drfet in the 
range 5.0  <  P^*  <  8.0  GeV for 886p6-1 of HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the 
lowest rfet bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure 13.41  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dE^1  in the 
range 8.0  <  P®*  <  20.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes from the 
lowest  bin to  (d) the highest.
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Figure 13.42  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE^  in the
range 8.0  <  P®*  <  20.0  GeV for  886p6_1  of HERWIG  MC.  (a)  goes from
the lowest Ejf* bin to  (d)  the highest.
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Figure  13.43  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/dif  in the 
range 8.0  <  P^*  <  20.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~1.  (a)  goes from the 
lowest rfet bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.44  Mass peaks for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/drfet in the 
range 8.0  <  P®*  <  20.0  GeV for 886p5_1  of HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from 
the lowest rpet bin to (h) the highest.
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Figure  13.45  Mass  peaks  for  each  bin  of  the  inclusive  charm  jet  cross  section 
da/dx°hs(D*, untagged jet) for 1998-2000 data 78p6_1.  (a) goes from the lowest 
x°hs(D*, untagged jet) bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure  13.46  Mass  peaks  for  each  bin  of  the  inclusive  charm  jet  cross  section 
do/dx°hs(D*, untagged jet)  for  886pb~x   of HERWIG  MC.  (a)  goes  from  the 
lowest x°bs(D*, untagged jet) bin to (g) the highest.
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This chapter contains the mass peaks for both the  (98-00)  data(886p6  1   HERWIG  MC)  for 
da/dx^s fig. 17.24(fig.  14.2), da/ptf!  fig. 17.25(fig. 14.4), dcr/A ^ fig. 17.26(fig.  14.6), do/m^ 
fig.  17.27(fig.  14.8), dcr/p%j  fig.  17.28(fig.  14.10).
dcr/p^r  direct-enriched fig.  17.29(fig.  14.12)  and resolved-enriched fig.  17.33(fig.  14.20).
dcr/A^-7   direct-enriched fig.  17.30(fig.  14.14)  and resolved-enriched fig.  17.34(fig.  14.22).
da/m™  direct-enriched fig.  17.31(fig.  14.16)  and resolved-enriched fig.  17.35(fig.  14.24).
dcr/pjli  direct-enriched fig.  17.32(fig.  14.18)  and resolved-enriched fig.  17.36(fig.  14.26).
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Figure  14.1  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dx°bs for
1998-2000  data 78pb~l.  (a)  goes  from the lowest  z°bs  bin to  (g)  the
highest.
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Figure 14.2  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dx°hs for 886pb  1  of
HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest x°bs bin to  (g)  the highest.
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Figure  14.19  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dp, £ for
1998-2000  data 78pb~l,  with  z°bs  <  0.75.  (a)  goes  from the lowest
pjji, bin to (g)  the highest.
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Figure  14.3  Mass  peaks for  each  bin of the dijet  charm  cross section da/dp£  for
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Figure 14.4  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dpj, for 886p6  1   of
HERWIG MC.  (a)  goes from the lowest pfy bin to (g)  the highest.
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Figure  14.5  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dA ^ for
1998-2000  data 78pb~x.  (a)  goes from the lowest  Aft*  bin to  (g) the
highest.
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Figure  14.6  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dA^ for 886pb  1  of
HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest  bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure  14.7  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dm)*  for
1998-2000  data  78pb~l.  (a)  goes  from the lowest  mjj  bin to  (g)  the
highest.
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Figure  14.8  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dm)] for 886pb  1  of
HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest  bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure  14.9  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dp/   for
1998-2000  data 78p6-1.  (a)  goes  from the lowest p bin to  (g)  the
highest.
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Figure 14.10  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dpj,P  for 886pb  1  of
HERWIG MC.  (a) goes from the lowest  bin to (g) the highest.
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14.6  d c r/d p j,   mass peaks,  direct-enriched :r°bs > 0.75
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Figure  14.11  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dp^ for 
1998-2000  data 78pb~l,  with a£bs  >  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest
p*i bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure  14.12  Mass peaks for each  bin of the dijet  charm cross section do/dp£  for 886p6_1
of HERWIG MC, with x°bs > 0.75.  (a) goes from the lowest pfy bin to (g) the
highest.
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Figure  14.13  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dAft* for
1998-2000  data 78p6_1,  with x°hs  >  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest
A ftj bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure 14.14  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dA<p*  for 886pb~*
of HERWIG  MC,  with  x°bs  >  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest  Acfj*  bin to  (g)
the highest.
23314  Appendix B : Dijet cross section mass peaks
14.8  da/dm jj  mass  peaks,  direct-enriched  x°bs > 0.75
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Figure  14.15  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dm)] for
1998-2000  data 78pb~l,  with x^   >  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest
m]i bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure  14.16  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dm^  for 886p6_1
of HERWIG MC, with x°bs > 0.75.  (a) goes from the lowest mjj bin to (g) the
highest.
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23514  Appendix B : Dijet cross section mass peaks
14.9  da/dpj}  mass  peaks,  direct-enriched x°bs > 0.75
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Figure  14.17  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dpj) for
1998-2000  data 78pb~l,  with z°bs  >  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest
p^] bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure 14.18  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet  charm cross section  dcr/dpj}  for 886p6_1
of HERWIG MC, with £°bs > 0.75.  (a) goes from the lowest pj? bin to (g) the
highest.
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Figure  14.20  Mass  peaks for each  bin of the dijet  charm cross section  do/dpj,  for 886p6-1
of HERWIG MC, with x°bs < 0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest  bin to (g)  the
highest.
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Figure  14.21  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dAft* for
1998-2000  data 78p6_1,  wit
Abin to (g)  the highest.
1998-2000  data 78p6_1,  with x°hs  <  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest
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Figure  14.22  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dAft* for 886pb~x
of HERWIG MC, with x°bs  <  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest A<^j  bin to  (g)
the highest.
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Figure  14.23  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dm)' for
1998-2000  data 78pb~l,  with x°bs  <  0.75.  (a)  goes from the lowest
m]i bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure  14.24  Mass peaks for each  bin of the dijet charm cross section  do/dm^  for 886p6_1
of HERWIG MC, with x°bs < 0.75.  (a) goes from the lowest mi* bin to (g) the
highest.
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Figure  14.25  Mass peaks for each bin of the dijet charm cross section do/dp^ for
1998-2000  data 78pb~l,  with xf*   <  0.75.  (a)  goes from  the lowest
p?£] bin to (g) the highest.
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Figure  14.26  Mass peaks for each  bin of the dijet  charm cross section  dcr/dpj?  for 886p6-1
of HERWIG MC, with x°hs < 0.75.  (a) goes from the lowest p^  bin to (g) the
highest.
24415  Appendix  C  :  Inclusive Jet 
Purity / Efficiency / Acceptance / Hadronisation 
Corrections
In this  chapter  the purity,  efficiency,  acceptance  and hadronisation  corrections  are show for 
the inclusive jet distributions da/dE^ 1 for:
3.0  <  P%*  <  5.0  GeV Fig.  15.1,
5.0  <  Pj?*  < 8.0  GeV Fig.  15.3 and for
8.0  <  Pfi*  < 20.0  GeV Fig.  15.5.
Also for da/drfet in ranges of:
3.0  <  P f '  <  5.0  GeV Fig.  15.2,
5.0  <  P'ft*  < 8.0  GeV Fig.  15.4 and for






















15.1  Purity/efEciency/acceptance/hadronisation corrections for d a / d E Sz da/drfet for
____________________________ 3.0  <  P^*  <  5.0  GeV
15.1  Purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation  corrections for
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Figure 15.1  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin of the
inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE^1  in the range 3.0  <  P .j?*  <  5.0  GeV.
24615.1  Purity/efGciency/acceptance/hadronisation  corrections for da/dE^ct  k, do/drfet for
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Figure 15.2  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin  of the 
inclusive charm jet cross section da/drfet in the range 3.0  <  p y   <  5.0  GeV.
24715.2  Purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation corrections for d a /d E ^  and da/drf>etfor
5.0 < p%*  < 8.0 GeV
15.2  Purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation  corrections for
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Figure 15.3  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin  of the
inclusive charm jet cross section d a /d E ^ in the range 5.0  <  P®*  <  8.0  GeV.
24815.2  Purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisat  ion  corrections for d o /d E ^ and do/dr/etfor
5.0 < p%*  < 8.0 GeV
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Figure  15.4  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin  of the 
inclusive charm jet cross section do/drfet in the range 5.0  <  P®  <  8.0  GeV.
24915.3  Purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation  corrections for da/dEijf* and da/drfet for
8.0 < p%*  < 20.0 GeV
15.3  Purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation  corrections for
d a /d E ^ 1   and  d a jd rf6 1  for 8.0 < pji*  < 20.0  GeV
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Figure 15.5  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin  of the
inclusive charm jet cross section do/dE3 ^ 1  in the range 8.0  <  P®*  <  20.0  GeV.
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Figure  15.6  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for  each  bin  of the 
inclusive charm jet cross section da/drfet in the range 8.0  <  p*r  <  20.0  GeV.
25116  Appendix  D  :  Dijet 
purity / efficiency/acceptance / hadronisation 
corrections
In this  chapter  the purity,  efficiency,  acceptance  and hadronisation  corrections  are  show for 
the dijet distributions:
da/dx^s Fig.  16.1,
dcr/mpi  16.2, direct-enriched Fig.  16.3, resolved-enriched Fig.  16.4, 
da/pijl  Fig.  16.5, direct-enriched Fig.  16.7, resolved-enriched Fig.  16.6, 
da/ F i g .   16.8, direct-enriched Fig.  16.9, resolved-enriched Fig.  16.10, 
da/p? J  Fig.  16.11,  direct-enriched Fig.  16.12, resolved-enriched Fig.  16.13.
25216.1  d a /d x ^ , purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation  corrections
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Figure  16.1  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin of the
dijet charm cross section dcr/dx1 for HERWIG 886 pb-1.
25316.2  da/dm™, purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation  corrections
16.2  d(j/dm?i,  purity/efficiency/acceptance/hadronisation 
corrections
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Figure  16.2  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for  each  bin  of the 
inclusive charm jet cross section da/dmw  for HERWIG 886 p b '1.
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Figure 16.3  Purity/efficiency/acceptance and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the in­
clusive charm jet cross section da/dm ^ , direct-enriched a?°bs > 0.75 for HERWIG
886 pb"1.
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Figure  16.4  Purity/efficiency/acceptance and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the in­
clusive charm jet cross section do/dm^ , resolved-enriched x°bs < 0.75 for HER­
WIG 886 pb"1.
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Figure 16.5  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin of the
inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dp!/  for HERWIG 886 pb-1.
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Figure  16.6  Purity/efficiency/acceptance and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the in­
clusive charm jet cross section do/dp/, direct-enriched x°bs > 0.75 for HERWIG 
886 pb"1.
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Figure 16.7  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin  of the
inclusive charm jet cross section d o /d p /, resolved-enriched x°hs < 0.75 for HER­
WIG 886 pb"1.
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Figure 16.8  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and  hadronisation  corrections  for  each  bin  of the 
inclusive charm jet cross section da  jdAfy33, for HERWIG 886 pb-1.
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Figure 16.9  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and hadronisation  corrections  for each  bin of the
inclusive charm jet cross section da/dAcf)33, direct-enriched x°bs > 0.75 for HER­
WIG 886 pb'1.
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Figure  16.10  Purity/efficiency/acceptance and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the 
inclusive charm jet cross section  dcr/dA<^J,  resolved-enriched x°bs  <  0.75  for 
HERWIG 886 pb"1.










Figure  16.11  Purity/efficiency/acceptance  and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the
inclusive charm jet cross section d o /dp^ \ for HERWIG 886 pb-1.
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Figure  16.12  Purity/efficiency/acceptance and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the 
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Figure  16.13  Purity/efficiency/acceptance and hadronisation corrections for each bin of the
inclusive  charm jet  cross  section  d o /d p /\  resolved-enriched  x°bs  <  0.75  for
HERWIG 886 pb"1.
25917  Appendix  E  :Systematics
In this appendix the systematics are shown for the inclusive cross sections drr/dElf*, d(7 /drfet 
for both tagged  and untagged D* jets.  Dijet systematcis are also show for x^s,  Pj,J
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17.0.1  d o / d E Systematics,  —1.5 < if et < 2.4
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Figure  17.1  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section d c r/d E in the 
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Figure 17.2  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section da/dE^ in the 
range —1.5 < rfet < — 0.5 for 1998-2000 data 78p5_1.
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17.0.3  d a /d E ijf*  systematics,  —0.5 < rfet < 0.5
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Figure  17.3  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section da/dE^ in the 
range — 0.5 < rfet < 0.5 for 1998-2000 data 78p6-1.
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17.0.4  da/dEjf*  systematics,  0.5 <  <  1.5
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Figure  17.4  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dEj, ct in the 
range 0.5 < rfet < 1.5 for 1998-2000 data 78pb~1.
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Figure 17.5  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section da/dEp1 in the 
range 1.5 < rfet < 2.4 for 1998-2000 data 78pb~1.
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17.0.6  da/drjjet systematics,  Ejf* > 6  GeV
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Figure  17.6  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section da/drjjet in the
range E J Tet  > 6 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb-l
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17.0.7  da/drf61  systematics,  6 < Eiet < 9  GeV
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Figure  17.7  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section da/drfet in the 
range 6 < E J Tet < 9 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.
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17.0.8  dcr/drfet  systematics,  > 9  GeV
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Figure 17.8  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section d<j/drfet in the 
range E J Tet  > 9 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78P&-1.
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17.0.9  da/dE3 ? 1  systematics,  — 1.5 < rfet < 2.4 tagged  D* jets
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Figure  17.9  Systematics for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section da/dE3 ? 1 in the range 
-1.5 < rfet < 2.4 for 1998-2000 data 78pb'1.
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17.0.10  d a /d rfet systematics,  E ^  > 6  GeV  untagged  D* jets
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Figure  17.10  Systematics for each bin of the untagged D* jet cross section da/drfet  in the 
range E J Tet  > 6 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78P&-1.
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17.0.11  da/drfet  systematics,  6 < E < 9  GeV tagged  D* jets
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Figure  17.11  Systematics  for each bin of the untagged  D* jet  cross section da/drfet  in the 
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Figure 17.12  Systematics  for each bin of the untagged D* jet  cross section dcr/drpet  in the 
range E J Tet > 9 GeV for  1998-2000 data 78pb~K
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17.0.13  d a /d E p l systematics,  —1.5 < rfet < 2.4  untagged  D* jets
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Figure 17.13  Systematics for each bin of the untagged D* jet cross section da/dE^  in the 
range —1.5 < rfet < 2.4 for 1998-2000 data 78p6-1.
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17.0.14  d o jd rfet  systematics,  > 6  GeV  untagged  D* jets
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Figure 17.14  Systematics for each bin of the untagged  D* jet cross section dcr/drfet  in the 
range E 3 Tet > 6 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb'1.
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17.0.15  d(7/drfet  systematics,  6 < E < 9  GeV  untagged  D* jets
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Figure  17.15  Systematics for each bin of the untagged D* jet  cross section da/drpet  in the 
range 6 < E J Tet < 9 GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.
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17.0.16  dcr/drfet systematics,  E > 9  GeV  untagged  D* jets
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Figure 17.16  Systematics for each bin of the tagged D* jet cross section dcr/drfet in the range 
E J Tet > 9 GeV for  1998-2000 data 78pb~l.
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Figure 17.17  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dE^ in the
range 3.0  <  P'?*  <  5.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb-l
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17.0.18  d a /d rfet  systematics,  3.0 < p%*  < 5.0  GeV
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Figure  17.18  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section da/drfet in the
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Figure 17.19  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/dE^ in the 
range 5.0  <  P®*  <  8.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pfr-1.
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17.0.20  do/drfet systematics,  5.0 < p < 8.0  GeV
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Figure  17.20  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section do/drf>et in the 
range 5.0  <  P$*  <  8.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78p6_1.
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17.0.21  d a / d E systematics,  8.0 < p®*  < 20.0  GeV
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Figure  17.21  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section d a / d E in the 
range 8.0  <  P®*  <  20.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.
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17.0.22  dcF/drfet  systematics,  8.0 < p% * < 20.0  GeV
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Figure 17.22  Systematics for each bin of the inclusive charm jet cross section dcr/drfet in the 
range 8.0  <  P®*  <  20.0  GeV for 1998-2000 data 78pb~l.
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Figure  17.23  Systematics  for  each  bin  of  the  inclusive  charm  jet  cross  section
do/dx°bs(D*, other jet)  for 1998-2000 data 78pb-l
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Figure 17.24  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dx°bs for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~l.
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Figure 17.25  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dp£ for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~l.
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Figure  17.26  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dA<j$ for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~l.
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Figure  17.27  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dm^ for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~1.
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Figure  17.28  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dpf for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~l.
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17.0.29  da/dp£  systematics,  direct-enriched  x°bs  > 0.75
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Figure  17.29  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dpj, for 1998-2000 
data 78p6-1, with :r°bs > 0.75.
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17.0.30  dcr/dAfti  systematics,  direct-enriched  x°bs  > 0.75
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Figure  17.30  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section dcr/dA^ for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~l, with x°bs > 0.75.
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17.0.31  dofdm?i  systematics,  direct-enriched  x°bs  > 0.75
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Figure  17.31  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dm?* for 1998-2000 
data 78p6_1, with x°bs > 0.75.
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Figure  17.32  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dpj? for 1998-2000 
data 78p6_1, with x°bs > 0.75.
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17.0.33  dcr/dp^  systematics,  resolved-enriched  £°bs  < 0.75
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Figure 17.33  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dpj, for 1998-2000 
data 78pb_1, with :c°bs < 0.75.
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17.0.34  dcr/dAft*  systematics,  resolved-enriched  x°bs  <  0.75
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Figure 17.34  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section d o j d A for 1998-2000 
data 78pb~l, with x°bs < 0.75.
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17.0.35  dcr/dmjj  systematics,  resolved-enriched  x°bs < 0.75
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Figure 17.35  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dm^ for 1998-2000 
data 78p6-1, with x°bs < 0.75.
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17.0.36  da/dp^  systematics,  resolved-enriched  £°bs  < 0.75
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Figure  17.36  Systematics for each bin of the dijet charm cross section da/dp^  for 1998-2000 
data 78p6-1, with £°bs < 0.75.
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In this appendix the resolutions are shown for :c°bs,  pj,, and A i n  figures 18.1,18.2,18.3 
and 18.4 respectively.
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Figure  18.1  The resolution  of x°bs  using  886  pb  1   of HERWIG  Monte  Carlo.  The fits  are 
Gaussian.
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Figure  18.2  The  resolution  of m)j  using  886  pb  1  of HERWIG  Monte  Carlo.  The  fits  are 
Gaussian.
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Figure  18.3  The  resolution  of  using  886  pb  1  of HERWIG  Monte  Carlo.  The  fits  are 
Gaussian.
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Figure  18.4  The resolution  of A<^*  using 886  pb  1   of HERWIG  Monte Carlo.  The fits are 
Gaussian.
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